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Macmillan Education 
helps students, teachers 
and institutions to achieve 
more throughout a lifetime 
of learning. 

For information about Macmillan Education,  
visit www.macmillaneducation.com

For information about Macmillan Education in Asia  
visit www.macmillaneducationasia.com

For information about Macmillan ELT products and resources,  
visit www.macmillanenglish.com

For teaching support tips, resources and articles, join the 
onestopenglish community at www.onestopenglish.com
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Macmillan Education has been advancing learning for 
over 175 years. Since the earliest days we have established 
ourselves as a world leading publisher, building strong 
partnerships with educators, innovating in pedagogy and 
digital content, and inspiring learners to achieve more. 

•   Listening carefully to the needs of 
teachers and learners, translating this 
knowledge into insights that shape the 
future state of education

•  Developing highly relevant content 
and resources that make teaching 
rewarding and learning effective, 
ensuring measurable successful 
outcomes

•  Building lasting relationships with 
teachers and lecturers, providing 
guidance, support and inspiration on 
their professional development journey

•  Connecting teachers with the latest 
research, new pedagogies and world-
class experts, sharing the best in global 
education and making it accessible 
locally

  As education adapts and changes at  
an ever-increasing pace, we will 
always be there – empowering the 
world’s teachers to inspire students on 
their lifelong journeys in education.

Macmillan Education.  
Advancing Learning

In classrooms around the world we know how transformative 

learning English can be, and we are passionate about providing 

students and their teachers with everything they need to succeed in 

education, in the workplace, and in life. We do this by:

The Curious Flower original artwork is a metaphor for  

the way in which learning develops from the seeds of curiosity 

and imagination, and the role that educators play in spreading 

that knowledge to learners around the world.

32
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Pre-Primary

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

 STARTER LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

Doodle Town p10

Ferris Wheel p11

Bebop p12

Hats on Top p13

Learning Stars p14

Discover with Dex p15

HIGHLIGHTS

Doodle Town

Think, explore, 
create and learn 
in pre-primary 
classrooms

See page 10

Ferris Wheel

The unique Hop on 
& Hop off approach 
for the pre-primary 
classroom

See page 11

by Carol Read

Student’s Book  
+ App

 For our complete range of Pre-Primary titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/pre-primary
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Discover more at
mac-ed.courses/ferris-wheel
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Ferris Wheel           NEW
CAROL READ

Ferris Wheel is a 3-level course designed to give 
teachers all the tools they need to successfully 
manage groups of energetic pre-primary 
learners. With the engaging stories that pupils 
will instantly fall in love with, and the optimum 
level of support, teaching becomes both 
effective and enjoyable.

With the unique Hop on & Hop off approach teachers can either hop 

on and follow the unit sequence as it appears in the course, or hop off 

to cover them in the order they choose, aligning the English course 

content to any first language syllabus. 

• Written by Carol Read, the award-winning young learners expert, 

Ferris Wheel guarantees sound pedagogy that works in the 

classroom, with simple to implement teaching ideas that make 

learning fun for pupils and teachers alike.

• Engaging animated stories and videos featuring the adorable Meerkat 

family and real children help to prepare young learners for primary 

education and promote life skills and values such as ‘sharing’ or 

‘helping others’.

• With all resources in one place, available at a touch of a button, 

including Tap & Teach lessons powered by Navio, teachers can deliver 

clearly sequenced lessons requiring minimum preparation.

• A series of teacher training videos with demonstrations of classroom 

routines and tips equip both novice and more experienced teachers 

with instant skills and knowledge about teaching very young learners.

• Games and rewards in the Student App powered by Navio provide 

engaging language practice and also motivate pupils to learn English 

outside the classroom.

by Carol Read

Student’s Book  
+ App

STARTER  L3 L1    L3Doodle Town
CAROLINE LINSE, ELLY SCHOTTMAN, ANNE STRIBLING

Doodle Town is a captivating 4-level pre-primary 
course designed to stimulate the imagination 
of young learners and inspire learning through  
a range of visual, audio and hands-on activities.

This one-of-a-kind course goes beyond teaching language and helps 

to develop every aspect of children’s learning. By engaging their 

imagination and promoting intellectual and physical development, 

Doodle Town gives young learners the tools to succeed both now  

and in their future education.

• Children explore English through music, movement, creative thinking 

tasks, dialogues and values, developing their language and building  

a wide skill-set to prepare them for academic success.

• The integrated Let’s Count and Words and Sounds features build  

a solid foundation for mathematical and literacy awareness.

• Let’s Doodle and Let’s Talk activities introduce young learners 

to collaboration, learner independence and problem-solving, 

developing their communication skills and encouraging creativity.

• CLIL lessons, aligned to the US English Language, Arts and Math 

Common Core Standards, introduce language in a meaningful context 

and provide learners with useful academic, subject-specific language 

for the future.

• The Student Practice Kit, Letter to Parents and detachable parents’ 

pages provide a strong school-home link so learning continues 

outside of the classroom.

Download the Little Book of Doodles at:

mac-ed.courses/doodle-town

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Ferris Wheel Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380026606 9781380026682 9781380026774

Ferris Wheel Activity Book 9781380018694 9781380018700 9781380018717

Ferris Wheel Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026590 9781380026699 9781380026781

Ferris Wheel Audio CD 9781380026637 9781380026729 9781380026811

Ferris Wheel Flashcards 9781380026620 9781380026712 9781380026804

Ferris Wheel Puppet 9781380027269

Ferris Wheel Mat 9781380027276

 Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/ferris-wheel

Also available in British English as Mimi’s Wheel 
For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 102

Starter (Nursery) Level 1 Level2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230492059 9780230492097 9780230492134 9780230492172

Activity Book — 9780230486379 9780230486409 9780230487369

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230492066 9780230492103 9780230492141 9780230492189

Literacy Skills Pad — 9780230491892 9780230491762 9780230491809

Math Skills Pad — 9780230491724 9780230491731 9780230491779

Photo Cards 9781786328311

Puppet 9781786328335

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Ferris Wheel comes alive in this well designed digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use 
the full potential of the course and additional resources, 
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools 
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.
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Hats On Top
CAROLINE LINSE, ELLY SCHOTTMAN

Discover, learn and grow with Hats On Top, the 
colourful 4-level course that engages pre-school 
learners in active discovery of the world around 
them in English.

Hats on Top focuses on real-world exploration together with the fun 

and friendly characters, the Hat People, who guide children through 

their first encounters with English by interacting with photos and 

modelling key language. The course promotes learning of English 

through all content areas; developing language skills as well as science, 

maths, art, physical development and early literacy. Encouraging 

inquisitive, well-rounded and independent little learners, ready for the 

next step into primary education.

• The carefully planned programme of literacy and language skills 

development provides plenty of opportunities to engage with 

meaningful language, early print activities, sounding out and writing 

simple words.

• Hands-on exploration through art projects and dramatic play such 

as roleplay, the Hats On Top wiggle songs and cut-out puppet 

conversations add a playful, kinaesthetic dimension to learning.

• The Early Letters and Early Numbers parallel workbooks help children 

build literacy- and numeracy-based competencies.

• The theme-related stories in each unit are provided in a Big Book 

format for the whole class to enjoy together, helping teachers focus 

students’ attention and develop a love of reading.

• The Teacher’s Edition provides detailed three-step lesson plans 

and with its simple and predictive structure helps with classroom 

management and saves preparation time.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/hats-on-top

Starter (Nursery) Level 1 Level2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230453654 9780230444805 9780230444980 9780230445161

Activity Book – 9780230444812 9780230444997 9780230445178

Teacher’s Edition & Webcode Pack 9780230444720 9780230444850 9780230445031 9780230445215

Interactive Classroom Pack – 9780230456358 9780230456372 9780230456396

Class Audio CD 9780230444737 – – –

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

STARTER  L3L1  L3Bebop
LORENA PEIMBERT, MYRIAM MONTERRUBIO

Bebop is a 3-level pre-primary course that teaches 
English in a playful way. Through pairing music 
and movement with language practice, young 
learners gradually gain confidence to communicate 
in English.

This course uses a multi-sensory approach to teach English language 

skills and recognises different learning styles and engages more than 

one sense. Bebop adopts an innovative approach to Total Physical 

Response (TPR) activities, by introducing systems such as American 

Sign Language to support children in learning vocabulary in a highly 

kinaesthetic way.

• The Bebop Band characters bring language to life, engaging children 

through stories and songs.

• Early literacy concepts are introduced in a familiar way through 

storytelling and songs, presenting language in a meaningful context.

• Children practise their skills collaboratively through videos, Story Songs, 

Action Songs and Interactive Flashcards.

• Fun activities in the Bebop Band app and Parents’ Guide provide a way 

for parents to practise English with their child outside of the classroom.

• A dynamic component mix including a Teacher’s Resource Centre 

and comprehensive Teacher’s Edition Pack enables teachers to deliver 

lively and motivating lessons.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230452930 9780230453036 9780230453135

Activity Book 9780230452947 9780230453043 9780230453142

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230452961 9780230453067 9780230453166

Presentation Kit 9780230453005 9780230453104 9780230453197

Class Audio CD 9780230452978 9780230453074 9780230453173

Flashcards 9780230452909

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/bebop
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STARTER  L2Discover with Dex
SANDIE MOURÃO, CLAIRE MEDWELL

Discover with Dex is an award winning, 3-level 
pre-primary course teaching English through 
fun and discovery. Dex, the friendly dinosaur, will 
become children’s best friend as he brings magic 
and play into the classroom.

Discover with Dex utilises a variety of dynamic resources to help 

teachers create a positive classroom environment. The Encounter, 

Engage and Exploit model provides a supportive and child-centred 

approach, allowing learners to engage with and practise the new 

language in a lively and interesting way. The songs, action videos, 

animated stories and Total Physical Response (TPR) activities provide 

regular opportunities for children to use the new language and help 

them develop their cognitive and fine-motor skills. The lovable  

Dex the Dino puppet will be a useful classroom assistant and learning 

partner; creating more opportunities for creativity, collaboration,  

critical thinking and curiosity.

• Discover with Dex won the English Speaking Union (ESU) 2016 award 

for Best Resources and was nominated for ELTons British Council 

Excellence in Course Innovation Award in 2017.

• Young learners are immersed in English-speaking culture from day 

one with language-rich lessons full of real-world material developing 

authentic spoken English and promoting values.

• The Pupil’s Book PLUS and the Literacy Book provide a springboard to 

extra developmental opportunities with vocabulary extension, extra 

material and project work.

• The Teacher’s Presentation Kit and Resource Centre ensure heads-up, 

engaging lessons and helps teachers reduce preparation time.

• Dex’s Magic Phonics is an innovative and easy-to-use tool developed 

to help teach literacy skills from an early age.

Download free samples from Discover with Dex at:

mac-ed.courses/dex

Starter 
(Dex the Dino) Level 1 Level 2

Pupil’s Book International Pack 9780230494534 9780230494558 9780230494596

Pupil’s Book Plus International Pack 9780230494602 9780230494541 9780230494572

Literacy Book – – 9780230446809

Teacher’s Book International Pack 9781786321473 9781786321459 9781786321466

Class Audio CD 9780230446991 9780230446687 9780230446847

Flashcards 9780230447035 9780230446731 9780230446892

Story cards 9780230447042 9780230446724 9780230446885

Puppet 9780230446595

Wallhanging 9780230446601

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

STARTER  L2Learning Stars
JEANNE PERRETT, JILL LEIGHTON

Learning Stars is a high-level pre-primary course 
that provides a solid introduction to communicative 
English along with reading, writing and spelling, 
ensuring children have the skills and capabilities 
to begin full-time schooling.

Learning Stars builds a foundation in English and other curriculum 

subjects, giving children the best start to primary school. The course 

has a lively drama and roleplay element to help young learners practise 

language in a memorable and fun way, as well as a strong assessment 

strand to support teachers as they review and check students’ progress.

• Fun and humorous stories introduce language in an engaging way and 

the Act It Out sections allow children to gain confidence in speaking 

and communicating in a new language.

• Cross-curricular pages in every unit link with a variety of science-based 

and other early years’ topics and concepts exposing children to new 

vocabulary and broadening their view of the world.

• The phonics programme introduces the Animal Alphabet Flashcards to 

help children memorise initial letter sounds quickly and reinforce letter 

sound recognition with rhyming stories, songs and chants.

• The animated handwriting tool is a useful presentation aid for 

modelling correct letter and number formation.

• The Maths Book links to the topics and themes of the Pupil’s Book 

and Activity Book, providing an introduction to and opportunity  

for practice of a range of early maths concepts in English.

Starter (Little 
Learning Stars) Level 1 Level 2

Pupil’s Book Pack — 9780230455696 9780230455788

Pupil’s and Activity Book combined 9780230455856 — —

Activity Book — 9780230455702 9780230455795

Maths Book — 9780230455672 9780230455764

Teacher’s Guide Pack 9780230487192 9780230455726 9780230455818

Class Audio CD 9780230455870 9780230455733 9780230455825

Puppet 9780230455894 — —

Flashcards 9780230455887 — —

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Discover more about Learning Stars at:

mac-ed.courses/learning-stars
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*Approximate guides

CEFR LEVEL PRE-A1 A1 A2 B1 B2

Cambridge Exams* Starters Movers
Flyers

Key (KET) for Schools/ 
Key (KET)

Preliminary (PET)  
for Schools

Preliminary (PET)

First (FCE) for Schools

First (FCE)

Trinity GESE* Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3/4 Grade 5/6 Grade 7/8/9

Global Stage p28

Academy Stars p29

Story Central p30

Give Me Five! p31

American Tiger p32

Happy Campers p33

Next Move p34

Macmillan English p35

Macmillan Natural and 
Social Science p36

Brainwave p37

English World p38

New Finding Out p39

Grammar Goals p39

Primary
 For our complete range of Primary titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/primary

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

Academy Stars

Aspire to excellence 
and inspire future 
academic stars.

See page 29

HIGHLIGHTS

Global Stage

Language and literacy 
dual approach course 
for global success.

See page 28

Language B
ook 1

V
iv Lam

bert and M
o C

hoy

Language Book 1
Viv Lambert and Mo Choy

Educating the leaders of tomorrow

Global Stage is a six-level language and literacy 
course offering a child-centered approach for 
children to build the skills they need to become 
self-directed, inquisitive learners.

A unique, dual student book approach brings 
together a rigorously benchmarked language 
program with a diverse and engaging literacy 
program. 

Global Stage nurtures children to become 
competent speakers and writers of English, who 
learn cooperatively and can confidently engage 
with subject areas across the curriculum. 

Children are supported in becoming caring, 
responsible citizens in the 21st century and are 
empowered to succeed on the global stage.

Student materials include:
 Language Book 
 Literacy Book
 Student’s App on Navio

 Language and Literacy 
practice activities

 Immersive worlds to explore
 Rewards and badges

Teacher materials include:
 Teacher’s Book
 Teacher’s App on Navio

 Tap & Teach Lessons
 Integrated audio and video
 Integrated classroom 
management tool

 Student Progress Tracker
 Enhanced Teacher’s eBook
 Test Generator
 Resource Bank

 Supplementary worksheets
   Tests

www.macmillaneducation.com

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Global Stage comes alive in an easy-to-use digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use the 
course to its full potential. It includes instant Tap & Teach 
Lessons, presentation tools, game-based practice, a classroom 
rewards system, and an abundance of additional resources.



Glob l  Cit zenshipa i

Children become caring, responsible
citizens and are empowered to 
succeed on the global stage.

Children’s understanding of the world
is built on their natural curiosity.

Thinking Skills

By reflecting on their own learning,
children become better, more
independent and self-directed learners.

Self-direction

Educating

of Tomorrow 
the Leaders

To find out more visit
mac-ed.courses/global-stage

18 1918 19



NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

Taking language 
learning to  
the next level

Navio is a next-generation digital 

platform that provides an enriched 

teaching and learning experience. 

Your coursebook comes alive in  

the well-designed environment 

helping you and your students  

use the full potential of the books  

and additional resources. 

• Simplicity at your service through  

Tap & Teach lessons

• Engaging game-based practice 

leading to better learning outcomes

• Developing digital teaching skills  

at your own pace

Now available with

Pre-Primary 

• Ferris Wheel
• Mimi's Wheel

Primary

• Global Stage
• Give Me Five!
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TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT

         mac-ed.courses/give-me-five

 a positive learning environment by encouraging 
classroom cooperation and celebrating success.

 learner engagement with captivating videos, 
songs and stories.

 young learners with Cambridge exams through 
the integrated exams practice pages and mock exam videos.

 caring global citizens in the increasingly 
 

introduced throughout the course.

 seamlessly between the print materials  
and the digital teaching and learning platform, Navio.

COLLABORATE

CELEBRATE
SUCCESS

COM
M

UNICATE
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PRE A1  A2PRE A1  B1+ Academy Stars
KATHRYN HARPER, GABRIELLE PRITCHARD, ALISON BLAIR, 
JANE CADWALLADER, STEVE ELSWORTH, JIM ROSE

Academy Stars is a lively and interactive primary 
course that combines a comprehensive skills 
syllabus with the innovative Graphic Grammar 
focus to support young learners as they aspire  
to excellence. 

Academy Stars provides a hands-on, memorable approach to language 

learning and helps children become independent learners from an early 

age. Students are actively engaged through the use of dialogue models, 

beautiful animations and contexts they can easily relate to, boosting 

confidence and motivation while piquing their curiosity and interest. 

• The unique Graphic Grammar animations allow young learners to interact 

visually with various grammar structures in easy-to-understand contexts.

• A strong learning skills strand and the Be a Star! review activities promote 

critical thinking and learner autonomy.

• Cambridge Young Learners English Test-style activities and the 

Assessment Pack allow teachers to compare students’ progress and 

achievements against international English exam standards.

• The Think about it lessons help develop decision making and problem 

solving skills. 

• The thought-provoking Values box and Me activities help children 

develop social values, promote personal reflection and highlight 

notions of responsibility and consequence.

Download samples of Academy Stars at:

mac-ed.courses/academy-stars

Download sample units and try out with your students in the classroom:

mac-ed.courses/global-stage

Starter Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Pupil’s Book Pack — 9780230490956 9780230489912 9780230490017

Workbook — 9780230490963 9780230489929 9780230490024

Teacher’s Book Pack 9781380006691 9781380006509 9781380006516 9781380006523

Alphabet Book 9781380006585 — — —

Pupil’s Book Pack with Alphabet Book 9781380006578 — — —

Pupil’s Book Pack without Alphabet Book 9781380006561 — — —

Class Audio CD 9781380006608 9781380006639 9781380006646 9781380006653

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book Pack 9780230490116 9780230490215 9780230490314

Workbook 9780230490123 9780230490222 9780230490321

Teacher’s Book Pack 9781380006530 9781380006547 9781380006554

Class Audio CD 9781380006660 9781380006677 9781380006684

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Global Stage          NEW
ELAINE BOYD, MO CHOY, JEANETTE CORBETT, ARAMINTA CRACE, 
LUCY CRICHTON, KATIE FOUFOUTI, VIV LAMBERT, PAUL MASON, 
ROISIN O’FARRELL, CHERYL PELTERET, KAJ SCHWERMER, SHELAGH 
SPEERS, NICOLA TAYLOR, TRACY TRAYNOR, MICHAEL WATTS

Global Stage is a 6-level language and literacy 
course for young learners that helps them grow 
into competent speakers and writers of English, 
and caring, responsible citizens fully prepared to 
succeed on the global stage.

The course supports teachers in their efforts to equip children with 

the knowledge and skills which will empower them to succeed in 

the competitive world ahead. With Global Stage learners not only 

become competent and confident communicators in English but also 

systematically build Literacy, Self-Direction, Global Citizenship, Thinking 

and Social-Emotional skills which will enable them to become the 

leaders of tomorrow.

• A unique Dual Approach with two student books: Language Book and 

Literacy Book bringing together a rigorously benchmarked language 

learning syllabus with a diverse literacy programme ensures ample 

opportunities to present, practise and monitor language progress 

through a richer range of reading material with captivating artwork.

• With dedicated writing and speaking lessons Global Stage nurtures 

children to become competent speakers and writers of English so 

they can confidently engage with subject areas across the curriculum.

• Building on children’s natural inquisitiveness, the course content 

provides structured opportunities to develop their Thinking Skills and 

understanding of the world.

• Drawing on the Assessment for Learning principles, the course 

encourages children to reflect on their own learning helping them 

to develop Self-Direction as a core skill allowing them to excel at the 

next stages of their education, career and life.

• Tap & Teach lessons available via Teacher App in Navio help to reduce 

lesson preparation time while game-based language and literacy 

activities on Student App provide essential extra practice, extending 

learners’ contact with English outside the classroom.

Language B
ook 1

V
iv Lam

bert and M
o C

hoy

Language Book 1
Viv Lambert and Mo Choy

Educating the leaders of tomorrow

Global Stage is a six-level language and literacy 
course offering a child-centered approach for 
children to build the skills they need to become 
self-directed, inquisitive learners.

A unique, dual student book approach brings 
together a rigorously benchmarked language 
program with a diverse and engaging literacy 
program. 

Global Stage nurtures children to become 
competent speakers and writers of English, who 
learn cooperatively and can confidently engage 
with subject areas across the curriculum. 

Children are supported in becoming caring, 
responsible citizens in the 21st century and are 
empowered to succeed on the global stage.

Student materials include:
 Language Book 
 Literacy Book
 Student’s App on Navio

 Language and Literacy 
practice activities

 Immersive worlds to explore
 Rewards and badges

Teacher materials include:
 Teacher’s Book
 Teacher’s App on Navio

 Tap & Teach Lessons
 Integrated audio and video
 Integrated classroom 
management tool

 Student Progress Tracker
 Enhanced Teacher’s eBook
 Test Generator
 Resource Bank

 Supplementary worksheets
   Tests

www.macmillaneducation.com

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Global Stage comes alive in an easy-to-use digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use the 
course to its full potential. It includes instant Tap & Teach 
Lessons, presentation tools, game-based practice, a classroom 
rewards system, and an abundance of additional resources.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Literacy Book and Language 
Book with Navio App

9781380002136 9781380002242 9781380002358 9781380002457 9781380002570 9781380002693

Teacher’s Book  
with Navio App

9781380002129 9781380002228 9781380002341 9781380002464 9781380002587 9781380002686

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Global Stage comes alive in this well designed digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use 
the full potential of the course and additional resources, 
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools 
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.
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LEVELPRE A1  B1Story Central
VIV LAMBERT, MO CHOY, ANGELA LLANAS, LIBBY WILLIAMS

Story Central is a 6-level primary course designed 
to inspire a love of language and learning through 
storytelling, empowering children to communicate 
effectively and develop the skills they need both 
inside and outside the classroom.

By encouraging imagination and creativity, Story Central teaches 

children to form and express their own opinions in order to better 

understand the world around them. Exciting narratives take young 

learners on a memorable journey of language discovery that promotes 

critical thinking, communication and collaboration. 

• Language is introduced through high-impact openers and visuals  

to create interest, while grammar structures are presented clearly  

with Grammar Central highlights which provide a useful reference  

for activities.

• Oral Storytelling Videos bring stories and learning to life, and 

American Sign Language Vocabulary Videos help reinforce new 

words, keeping students motivated and engaged.

• Each level contains a beautifully illustrated Reader, providing a rich 

literacy experience while children learn English and develop a love  

of reading.

• Clearly signposted activities developing 21st century skills like critical 

thinking, creativity, communication and collaboration help teachers 

easily integrate competency development into the classroom.

• Cambridge Young Learners English Test-style practice activities 

provide teachers with ready-to-use materials preparing students  

for international exams. 

Download samples of Story Central at:

mac-ed.courses/story-central

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student Book + eBook Pack 9781786329486 9781786329882 9781786329516 9781786329530 9781786329547 9781786329554

Activity Book 9780230451988 9780230452077 9780230452169 9780230452251 9780230452343 9780230452435

Teacher’s Edition +  
eBook Pack

9781786329578 9781786329585 9781786329592 9781786329608 9781786329615 9781786329622

Class Audio CD 9780230452015 9780230452107 9780230452190 9780230452282 9780230452374 9780230452466

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Give Me Five! is an aspirational six-level primary 
course with a strong focus on collaboration and 21st 
century skills. Creative projects, adventurous stories 
and rich video content keeps pupils motivated to 
reach learning goals, while integrated exams practice 
helps pupils achieve success in external exams. 

Collaborate, Communicate and  
Celebrate success in English!

1

1
AUTHORS Joanne RamsdenDonna Shaw

Cooperative learning  Projects  21st Century Skills  Literacy  External exams practice

For the  
  PUPIL

 Pupil’s Book

 Activity Book 

 NEW Pupil’s App on NAVIO
 Game-based language and 
literacy practice activities

 Immersive worlds to explore
 Rewards and badges reward 
success and progress

For the  
  TEACHER

 Class CDs

 Flashcards and Word cards

 NEW Teacher’s App on NAVIO
 Tap & Teach Lessons
 Integrated audio and video
 Integrated classroom management tool
 Pupil Progress Tracker
 Test Generator
 Resource Bank, including

 – Additional exam resources and speaking videos
 – Tests 
 – Supplementary reinforcement and extension material
 – Rubrics for evaluation
 – Letters to parents
 – Project and Festivals lesson support 

Give Me Five! comes alive in this well-designed digital environment. 
Navio helps you and your pupils use the full potential of the course 
and additional resources, including instant Tap and Teach lessons, 
presentation tools, game-based practice and a classroom rewards system.

With new animated stories!
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The Give Me Five! series covers:

A2 B1

please supply

PRE A1  B1

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

  
   

 
 

Give Me Five! NEW
DONNA SHAW, JOANNE RAMSDEN, ROB SVED

Give Me Five! is an engaging 6-level primary 
course with a strong focus on collaboration and 
21st century skills. The dynamic and fun content 
keeps students motivated to reach learning goals 
and achieve success in external exams.

Designed to engage and build students’ confidence as they learn to 

communicate, Give Me Five! provides unique opportunities for both 

free and controlled speaking practice across a range of contexts. 

Participation, learner autonomy and social competency all take centre 

stage in order to help young learners reach their true potential.

• Hands-on projects develop teamwork, collaboration, creativity  

and thinking skills. 

• Integrated exam practice and additional resources, including videos  

of Trinity and Cambridge English mock exams, help familiarise children  

with exam techniques. 

• Cross-curricular links to other subjects lay strong foundations for future 

bilingual programmes. 

• Memorable songs, adventurous stories and classroom games make 

learning enjoyable. 

• The Teacher’s Book and Navio provide practical solutions for mixed-level 

and mixed-ability classes.

To find out more, visit:

mac-ed.courses/give-me-five

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book Pack 9781380013484 9781380013507 9781380013514 9781380013521 9781380013538 9781380013545

Pupil’s Book Basics Pack 9781380013491 – – –  – – 

Activity Book 9781380014153 9781380013774 9781380013781 9781380013798 9781380013804 9781380013811

Activity Book Basics 9781380013767 – –  –  – – 

Teacher’s Book Pack 9781380024886 9781380024930 9781380024985 9781380025036 9781380025081 9781380025135

Teacher’s Book Basics Pack 9781380024879  –  – – – – 

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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PRE A1  A1+Happy Campers
ANGELA LLANAS, LIBBY WILLIAMS, ANGELA PADRON, PATRICIA ACOSTA, 
GABRIEL DIAZ-MAGGIOLI, LESLEY PAINTER-FARRELL

Happy Campers is a 7-level primary series that 
uses a unique musical programme to create a 
positive and memorable classroom experience 
while consolidating new language skills.

With a methodology centred on front-loading language presentation 

and musical imagery repetition, Happy Campers develops a child-centred 

community and encourages a positive attitude toward English language 

learning. Clear objectives, a gently paced syllabus and frequent practice 

opportunities makes it easy for children to learn and consolidate English.

• Musical activities provide ‘memory hooks’ for vocabulary recall  

and retrieval, making new language easier to remember.

• The Skills Book further develops the four skills via Picture Talk, Happy 

Reader, Happy Writer and Word Work lessons that practise and help 

master selected key language.

• Regular project lessons develop children’s creativity and collaboration 

skills, making their learning experience a richer, more positive one. 

• A strong home-school link is built through the game-based Inks App 

which provides extra vocabulary practice at home.

• The Flipbook combines Student’s Book and Activity Book material  

in one publication, ensuring that young learners always have practice 

activities at hand.

Starter Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230473287 9780230473348 9780230473416 9780230473508

Skills Book – 9780230470743 9780230470750 9780230473461

Student’s Book/Language Lodge 9780230472495 9780230470705 9780230470712 9780230470729

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230473584 9780230473652 9780230473737

Skills Book 9780230473546 9780230473621 9780230473706

Student’s Book/Language Lodge 9780230471108 9780230470736 9780230472488

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Download samples of Happy Campers The Language Lodge at:

mac-ed.courses/happy-campers

PRE A1  A2American Tiger
CAROL READ, MARK ORMEROD

American Tiger is an imaginative and vibrant 
6-level primary course that equips young 
learners with the language and skills they need 
to communicate confidently and competently.

Authored by Carol Read and Mark Ormerod, experts in teaching 

English to young learners, American Tiger creates a positive learning 

environment and encourages children to work together as they discover 

new language, cultures and values. Exciting narratives and memorable 

characters, like Tiger and the members of the Tiger Tracks Social 

Learning Network, create interest and keep children engaged.

• Children will learn through different genres of stories and reading 

texts as well as engaging roleplays, songs and games, developing 

language skills in a well-balanced and integrated way.

• Learning to Learn and Thinking Skills activities enable students  

to reflect and become better independent learners, as well as develop 

transferable skills for other areas of the curriculum. 

• Learners develop and reinforce grammar through the integrated  

Grrr is for Grammar sections, while songs and craft activities enable  

memorable in-context learning.

• The extensive CLIL syllabus prepares students for cross-curriculum 

academic success in addition to building awareness about the world 

around them.

• The home-school link, consisting of the Student’s Practice Kit, 

Progress Journal and Letters to Parents, takes learning beyond 

the classroom and encourages parents to participate in their 

child’s English education.

To find out more about American Tiger visit:

mac-ed.courses/american-tiger

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student Book + eBook Pack 9781786329639 9781786329646 9781786329653 9781786329660 9781786329684 9781786329691

Activity Book Basic 9781786323507 – – – – –

Activity Book 9780230483576 9780230483620 9780230483675 9780230483729 9780230483774 9780230483828

Teacher’s Book + eBook Pack 9781786329707 9781786329714 9781786329721 9781786329738 9781786329745 9781786329752

Audio CD 9780230483590 9780230483644 9780230483699 9780230483743 9780230483798 9780230483842

Flashcards 9780230483606 9780230483651 9780230483705 9780230483750 9780230483804 9780230483859

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Tiger Time
Discover more 
mac-ed.courses/tiger-time

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BRITISH ENGLISH

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student’s Book Pack 9781380004536 9781380004635 9781380004741 9781380004857 9781380004963 9781380005076

Activity Book 9781380004550 9781380004666 9781380004772 9781380004888 9781380004994 9781380005106

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9781380004543 9781380004642 9781380004758 9781380004864 9781380004970 9781380005083

Audio CD 9781380004574 9781380004680 9781380004796 9781380004901 9781380005014 9781380005120

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Macmillan English
MARY BOWEN, LOUIS FIDGE, LIZ HOCKING, WENDY WREN, 
PRINTHA ELLIS

Macmillan English is a 6-level primary course 
that nurtures non-native learners’ speaking and 
writing fluency, bringing them on par with native 
speakers of English in the same age range. 

Using participation-based learning such as shared listening and reading 

exercises, Macmillan English encourages children to work together, 

which helps build their confidence. Traditional EFL methods are 

reinforced with phonics and sentence-building activities, giving children 

who are adapting to English as a second language the tools they need 

to start mastering it.

• A range of course components, including Language, Practice and 

Fluency books helps children learn and practice new language in a 

variety of contexts.

• The course is perfect for schools working toward the Cambridge 

International Programme, and is mapped to the Cambridge  

English Curriculum. 

• A range of games and class activities encourage participation  

and reinforce lesson work, with assets like posters and flashcards 

making learning more visual and memorable.

• The Digital Student’s Book  can replace all printed student 

components, allowing for more interactive, mobile learning.

• The Teacher’s Presentation Kit includes digital editions of all coursebooks, 

as well as interactive audio activities and a Test Resource Pack for 

fast preparation.

Find out more about Macmillan English at:

mac-ed.courses/macmillan-english

A1  B1+

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Language Book 9781405013673 9781405013680 9781405013697 9781405081252 9781405081313 9781405081375

Language CDs (x2) 9781405096171 9781405096188 9781405096195 9781405096201 9781405096218 9781405096225

Practice Book & CD Rom Pack 
New Edition

9780230434561 9780230434578 9780230434585 9780230434592 9780230434608 9780230434615

Fluency Book 9781405003650 9781405003667 9781405003674 9781405081269 9781405081320 9781405081382

Fluency CD (x1) 9780230022812 9780230022836 9780230022850 – – –

Fluency CDs (x2) – – – 9780230022874 – –

Fluency CDs (x3) – – – – 9780230022881 9780230022799

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230499997 9781786321015 9781786321046 9781786321060 9781786321077 9781786321091

Teacher’s Guide 9781405013734 9781405013741 9781405013758 9781405081283 9781405081344 9781405081405

Presentation Kit Pack 9780230499980 9781786321022 9781786321039 9781786321053 9781786321084 9781786321107

Poster x 18 9781405017121 9781405017138 9781405017145 9781405081290 9781405081351 9781405081412

Flashcards 9781405003681 9781405003698 9781405003704 – – –

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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PRE A1  A2Next Move
AMANDA CANT, MARY CHARRINGTON, VIV LAMBERT

Next Move is a unique 7-level primary course 
that takes children on a journey of discovery 
across language and culture. Each unit explores 
a brand new country, giving learners the 
confidence to put newly learnt language skills to 
use in real life situations.

Dialogue-based content and project lessons enable children to instantly 

apply the language they have learnt, quickly becoming effective 

communicators and strong team players. Carefully scaffolded activities 

develop skills and build learner confidence which is complemented  

by the discovery of universal values while students learn about local 

customs around the world.

• Visually-rich materials develop literacy skills through critical thinking 

and the ability to extract messages from images.

• The integrated Phonics syllabus improves learners’ reading, pronunciation 

and spelling skills through fun chants, poems and tongue-twisters. 

• Clearly signposted competency development activities, teach 

children valuable 21st century skills: creativity, collaboration, 

self-awareness and social responsibility. 

• The students’ DVD provides extra practice and develops learner 

autonomy at home, supplemented by the Parent’s Guide which supports 

parents in helping their children understand the target language.

• The dynamic Interactive Classroom Pack consists of a page-faithful 

interactive version of the Student’s Book, as well as posters, songs 

and animated Phonics and Grammar Presentations.

To learn more about Next Move, visit:

mac-ed.courses/next-move
Starter Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230444195 9780230444249 9780230444287 9780230444324

Workbook 9780230444201 9780230438453 9780230440944 9780230441057

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230444553 9780230444560 9780230444577 9780230444584

Interactive Classroom Pack 9780230455535 9780230455559 9780230455573 9780230455597

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student’s Book Pack 9780230444362 9780230444409 9780230444447

Workbook 9780230441064 9780230440975 9780230440999

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230444591 9780230444607 9780230444614

Interactive Classroom Pack 9780230455610 9780230455634 9780230455658

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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A1  B1+Macmillan Natural and 
Social Science
JOANNE RAMSDEN, HELEN SANDERSON, DONNA SHAW, MAGGIE RIACH

Macmillan Natural and Social Science is a 6-level primary 

course specifically designed for young learners studying 

science, history or geography in English. 

• Emphasis placed on subject content, as well as language development, gives 
young learners a head start early in their education.

• Children are introduced to critical and investigative thinking through in-course 
experiments which hone skills like evidence gathering and observation. 

• Songs, raps and stories help to bring context to the various concepts being studied, 
making lessons memorable and engaging. 

• Every unit in the Student’s Book ends with a set of revision pages to help learners 
consolidate their knowledge and practise their skills. 

• Slide shows, animations and interactive posters to be used on interactive 
whiteboards or with a projector make lesson planning easy.

Discover more about Macmillan Natural and Social Science at:

mac-ed.courses/natural-and-social-science

A1  B1+

Macmillan Science
DAVID GLOVER, PENNY GLOVER

• Macmillan Science helps bridge the gap between 
mainstream curriculum and CLIL.

• A structured and easy-to-follow syllabus gradually 
builds knowledge of key scientific areas. 

• Charts and graphic organisers encourage 
comparative thinking and ‘heads-up’ learning,  
with less time spent on writing or reading. 

• Critical thinking skills are honed through a series 
of activities that involve investigation, evidence 
gathering and interpretation. 

• Each Student’s Book comes complete with a useful 
glossary to help learners become scientifically literate. 

A1  B1+

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book Pack 9780230400801 9780230400849 – – – –

Pupil’s Book – – 9780230720169 9780230720237 9780230720305 9780230720374

Activity Book Pack – – 9780230400887 9780230400924 9780230400955 9780230400986

Teacher’s Book English 9780230719989 9780230720046 9780230720114 9780230720183 9780230720251 9780230720336

Flashcards 9780230720022 9780230720084 – – – –

Poster 9780230400818 9780230400856 9780230400894 9780230400931 9780230400962 9780230400993

Digital Resources Pack 9780230413757 9780230413757 9780230419490 9780230419490 9780230433960 9780230433960

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s ebook pack 9781380000248 9781380000262 9781380000286

Workbook 9780230028395 9780230028432 9780230028470

Teacher’s ebook pack 9781380000231 9781380000255 9781380000279

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student’s ebook pack 9781380000309 9781380000323 9781380000347

Workbook 9780230028517 9780230028555 9780230028593

Teacher’s ebook pack 9781380000293 9781380000316 9781380000330

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Level 1 Level 1A Level 1B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000590 – –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000606 9781380000583

Level 2 Level 2A Level 2B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000620 –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000637 9781380000613

Level 3 Level 3A Level 3B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000651 – –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000644 9781380000668

Level 4 Level 4A Level 4B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000682 – –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000675 9781380000699

Level 5 Level 5A Level 5B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000705 – –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000712 9781380000866

Level 6 Level 6A Level 6B

Teacher’s ebook Pack 9781380000736 – –

Pupil’s Book ebook Pack – 9781380000729 9781380000743

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Macmillan Mathematics
PAUL BROADBENT, ANNE BROADBENT

• A simple approach focuses on one concept  
per lesson, helping young learners to assimilate 
information step-by-step. 

• Assess and Review sections encourage  
practice and give teachers an easy way  
to track and monitor students’ progress. 

• Multi-level tasks based on real-world scenarios 
encourage problem-solving and capture 
children’s interest. 

• Fast finishers will find additional challenges 
in the Try This boxes at the end of exercises, 
encouraging them to learn more. 

Brainwave
CHERYL PAVLIK, ANDREA HARRIES

Brainwave is a 6-level primary course that 
supports children in learning English through 
content developed in line with brain-based 
research. A media-rich blended solution further 
enhances the language learning experience in 
the classroom and at home.

Brainwave is designed to help children learn English through complex, 

meaningful and interactive activities. The photographic, thematic units, 

and the blend of online and offline materials help present topics and 

key language in a highly engaging way that will keep inquisitive children 

intrigued and motivated.

• Key language and skills are presented and consolidated through 

sections such as Grammar on the brain, Phonics Fun, Skill Builder  

and Talking Point, which encourage students to practice and use English.

• The Competency Focus in the Teacher Edition highlights a selection  

of activities where competencies such as creativity, social responsibility,  

thinking skills, learner autonomy and collaboration are developed 

throughout the unit.

• Cross-curricular content on CLIL pages provides opportunities 

to learn about various subject disciplines and is further enhanced 

by supporting videos, simulations and projectable posters. 

• The online Homework Zone for students contains reading mazes, 

language games and child-focused listening material which helps 

consolidate classroom learning.

• The content and media-rich Technology Pack including 

a Progress Journal, Test Builder and Transition Pack for each 

level, equips teachers with functional assessment tools. 

Find out more about Brainwave at:

mac-ed.courses/brainwave

A1  B1+

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Student Book Pack 9780230421196 9780230421240 9780230421301 9780230421387 9780230421462 9780230421547

Language Activity Book 9780230415386 9780230415409 9780230421318 9780230421394 9780230421479 9780230421554

Teacher Edition Pack 9780230427709 9780230427716 9780230427723 9780230427730 9780230427747 9780230427754

Student Technology Pack 9780230498600 9780230498631 9780230498662 9780230498686 9780230498716 9780230498747

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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LEVELPRE A1  A2+English World (Levels 1–6)

MARY BOWEN, LIZ HOCKING 

English World is an internationally acclaimed 
10-level English language learning series, 
seamlessly bridging the gap between primary 
and secondary education. 

The course uses established best-practice methodology to encourage 

effective classroom teaching. Active, whole-class learning is supported 

by a systematic approach with a key focus on developing the four skills. 
Levels 1 to 6 of English World bring classrooms together by promoting 

and rewarding active participation. Using material from the authors  

of best-selling courses Way Ahead and Macmillan English, children  

will reach a high level of competency at a steady pace with plenty  

of room for practice and consolidation.

• Exclusive Grammar In Conversation modules introduce new language 

in meaningful contexts, from simple exchanges to complex conversations.

• Children can learn English through a range of age-appropriate topics, 

increasing their general knowledge through cross-curricular content. 

• Portfolio and Diploma pages allow learners to keep a record of their 

achievements, actively encouraging them to learn more. 

• A Home-School Connect programme takes learning beyond  

the classroom and enables parent-teacher interaction. 

• Supplementary Dictionary and Grammar Practice Books consolidate 

classroom learning and enable self-study at home. 

See page 41 to learn more about English World for teenage students 

and visit the website for more information:

mac-ed.courses/english-world

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book + eBook Pack 9781786327055 9781786327062 9781786327079 9781786327086 9781786327093 9781786327109

Teacher’s Guide + eBook Pack 9781786327222 9781786327239 9781786327246 9781786327253 9781786327260 9781786327277

Grammar Practice Book 9780230032040 9780230032057 9780230032064 9780230032071 9780230032088 9780230032095

Workbook 9780230024779 9780230024786 9780230024793 9780230024809 9780230024816 9780230024823

Dictionary 9780230032149 9780230032156 9780230032163 9780230032170 9780230032187 9780230032194

DVD-ROM 9780230032248 9780230032255 9780230032262 9780230032279 9780230032286 9780230032293

Audio CDs (x2) 9780230024502 9780230024519 9780230024526 – – –

Audio CDs (x3) – – – 9780230024533 9780230024540 9780230024557

Posters 9780230024656 9780230024663 9780230024670 9780230024687 9780230024694 9780230024700

Flashcards 9780230024564 9780230024571 9780230024588 – – –

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Grammar Goals
NICOLE TAYLOR, MICHAEL WATTS, DAVE TUCKER, JULIE TICE, ANGELA LLANAS, 
LIBBY WILLIAMS 

• Detailed grammar presentations ensure lessons are well structured, targeted and 

engaging.

• Bronze, silver and gold challenge levels motivate children to motivate children to learn 

and make progress.

• Step-by-step lesson notes provide extra extension material and offer practical 

solutions for mixed-ability classes, saving lesson preparation time.

• Exam preparation and learner confidence 

is developed through regular CYLET and KET-style activities.

• The Grammar Reference sections present structures in colourful, easy-to-follow 

review charts to consolidate learners’ grammar before they move onto the next level.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Pupil’s Book Pack 9780230445697 9780230445765 9780230445833

Teacher’s Book Pack 9780230445710 9780230445789 9780230445857

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book Pack 9780230445901 9780230445970 9780230446045

Teacher’s Book Pack 9780230445925 9780230445994 9780230446069

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

PRE A1  B1

ALSO AVAILABLE IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

New Finding Out
DAVID PAUL

• A truly child-centred approach where children are encouraged to notice and discover 

how language works.

• Phonics lessons specifically designed to meet the needs of Asian learners.

• A balanced development of all four language skills, incorporating activities which 

motivate students to discover the world outside the classroom.

• Meaningful conversation patterns that encourage children to practice speaking in the 

classroomA1  A2

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Class Book + My CD Pack 9781405096850 9781405096874 9781405096904

Home Book 9781405080828 9781405080880 9781405080941

Teacher’s Book 9781405096867 9781405096881 9781405096911

Class CD 9781405080859 9781405080910 9781405080972

Level 4 Level 5

Class Book + My CD Pack 9781405096935 9781405096966

Home Book 9781405081009 9781405081061

Teacher’s Book 9781405096942 9781405096973

Class CD 9781405081030 9781405081092

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Teenage CEFR LEVEL A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2

Gateway 2nd Edition p46

Go Beyond p47

Optimise p48

Motivate! p49

English World (L. 7-10) p49

 For our complete range of Teenage titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/teenage

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

Gateway 2nd Edition

Develop knowledge, skills 

and independent learning 

for exam and personal 

success.

See page 46

Go Beyond

Confidence to succeed in 

the 21st century classroom 

and beyond.

See page 47

HIGHLIGHTS
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Mapped to CEFR and international exams,
the combination of language skills, life-skills 
and engaging topics in Go Beyond provides 

academic and personal success.

FOR SUCCESS 

IN THE 21ST CENTURY

PREPARING STUDENTS

CLASSROOM AND BEYOND

mac-ed.courses/go-beyond

44 45
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A1+  C1Gateway 2nd Edition

DAVID SPENCER

Gateway 2nd Edition is a 7-level course  
by best-selling author David Spencer, taking 
students from A1+ level right up to C1.

Praised for its clear and logical structure, Gateway 2nd Edition develops 

language and the four skills in a balanced way. It offers a comprehensive, 

teacher-friendly approach to life skills training to prepare students for 

21st century life. In addition, exam-style tasks and tips improve students’ 

chances for better scores in school-leaving and international exams.

• This edition includes 90% new reading texts based on real-life topics 

that will appeal to students and provide meaningful context for the 

grammar and vocabulary they need.

• Life skills videos and tasks, covering topics such as personal and physical 

well-being, help to prepare teenagers for life outside the classroom.

• The innovative flipped classroom videos provide grammar presentations 

by the author, which students can watch before class, giving teachers 

more time for practice in class.

• The Gateway to Exams section allows students to revise the exam 

techniques they have learnt and practise typical exam tasks.

• A comprehensive range of printable tests in the Test Generator helps 

teachers assess students’ progress.

To find out more about Gateway 2nd Edition, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/gateway-second-edition

A1+ A2 B1 B1+

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230473072 9780230473102 9780230473119 9780230473157

Student’s Book Pack 9780230473058 9780230473096 9780230473126 9780230473140

Digital Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230498464 9780230498471 9780230498501 9780230498518

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230498457 9780230498488 9780230498495 9780230498525

Workbook 9780230470866 9780230470880 9780230470910 9780230470941

Online Workbook Pack 9780230480742 9780230480766 9780230480780 9780230480803

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack 9780230473065 9780230473089 9780230473133 9780230473164

B2 B2+ C1

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230473171 9780230473201 9781786323125

Student’s Book Pack 9780230473188 9780230473218 9781786323156

Digital Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230498532 9780230498563 9781786323132

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230498549 9780230498556 9781786323149

Workbook 9780230470972 9780230471009 9781786323170

Online Workbook Pack 9780230480827 9780230480841 9781786323163

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack 9780230473195 9780230473225 9781786323118

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A1+  B2Go Beyond
ROBERT CAMPBELL, ROB METCALF, REBECCA ROBB BENNE

Go Beyond is a 6-level course for teenagers, from 
A1+ to B2. The combination of language skills, life-
skills and engaging topics prepares students for 
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

By encouraging young students to use new language skills in various 

real-life scenarios, Go Beyond equips them with an effective set of 

communication tools. Personalisation allows learners to apply new 

found skills to their own experiences, making the learning process more 

relevant and memorable. Rigorously benchmarked against CEFR and 

international exams, Go Beyond also provides a clear and easy-to-use 

planning structure for teachers.

• Students develop their language skills and boost their confidence  

to communicate through the speaking tasks, presentations and 

carefully tailored writing tasks.

• A series of specially-produced videos, including the Moving Picture 

and Speaking Videos, helps students acquire and retain knowledge in  

a visually impactful way. 

• Life Skills lessons ensure students develop academically, as well  

as grow into self-aware, considerate and confident individuals.

• Perfect for mixed-ability classes, Go Beyond enables teachers to 

enhance the learning process from student to student.

• The complete digital offer helps teachers to deliver heads-up 

interactive lessons and provide additional resources and practice.

To download samples and take a video tour of Go Beyond, visit:

mac-ed.courses/go-beyond

Intro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230478114 9780230476813 9780230476400 9780230476486 9780230476592 9780230476707

Student’s Book Pack 9780230478138 9780230476820 9780230476417 9780230476493 9780230476608 9780230476714

Online Workbook 9780230478176 9780230476851 9780230476431 9780230476523 9780230476639 9780230476745

Workbook 9780230478084 9780230476769 9780230472839 9780230472846 9780230476547 9780230476653

Teacher’s Book Premium 
Plus Pack

9780230478145 9781786322593 9781786322609 9781786322616 9781786322623 9780230476691

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230461024 9780230461130 9780230461222 9780230461338 9780230461437 9780230461529

Student’s Book Pack 9780230461031 9780230461123 9780230461239 9780230461321 9780230461420 9780230461536

Online Workbook 9780230466005 9780230466050 9780230466098 9780230466128 9780230466166 9780230466203

Workbook 9780230460164 9780230460171 9780230460188 9780230460195 9780230460201 9780230460218

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack 9780230465992 9780230466036 9780230466074 9780230466111 9780230466159 9780230466197

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Beyond
For more information, visit:

mac-ed.courses/beyond

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BRITISH ENGLISH
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LEVELA1+  B1+Motivate!

EMMA HEYDERMAN, FIONA MAUCHLINE, PATRICK HOWARTH, PATRICIA REILLY, 

CATHY MYERS

Motivate is a 4-level course designed specifically for teenage 

learners in mixed-ability classes, encouraging students to learn 

about the world around them and develop cultural awareness 

alongside academic skills.

• A systematic learning approach ensures that every student can succeed and make 
progress, with new grammar and vocabulary carefully phased into each unit.

• Each unit contains reading texts and culture sections that are designed to increase 
students’ cultural awareness and familiarise them with aspects of life in English 
speaking countries. 

• A dedicated CLIL section gives students the chance to frame their learning in a 
context that interests them.

• Material from the Teacher’s Resource Pack can be adapted to the needs of each 
student, allowing teachers to personalise their students’ learning process.

• Comprehensive teacher support, complete with teaching notes, tips and ideas, 
makes lesson preparations shorter and easier.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digibook CD-ROM Pack 9780230453791 9780230453807 9780230453814 9780230453821

Workbook and Audio CD 9780230451346 9780230451438 9780230451520 9780230451612

Teacher’s Book + Class Audio CD + Test Pack 9780230452695 9780230452602 9780230452718 9780230452725

IWB CD Rom 9780230451407 9780230451490 9780230451582 9780230451674

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A2  B2Optimise           UPDATE
MALCOLM MANN, STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES

Optimise is an exam preparation course for 
teenagers. It provides engaging lessons that equip 
students with essential techniques to succeed  
in their exams. Optimise will help teachers  
to become exam experts by supporting them 
every step of the way, whether they are new  
to or experienced in exams-focused teaching.

Using a carefully staged approach, Optimise combines real-life topics 

with specific exam development and takes students from A2 to B2 level. 

Written by exam experts Malcolm Mann and Steve Taylore-Knowles,  

the course offers exam tips and complete support, allowing students  

to become familiar with exam-style tasks for A2 Key, B1 Preliminary  

and B2 First for Schools.

• Students will develop exam strategies and build the foundations  

for exam success with specific tips and practice.

• The dedicated Optimise your Exams section in the Student’s Book, 

written by a practising examiner, explains what to expect in the exam.

• Talk2Me and Speaking Test videos help students build the confidence 

they need to communicate fluently and prepare for the speaking tests.

• Students will develop essential skills for life beyond the classroom 

through the Think, Research, Culture, Learn and Me features. 

• Teachers can provide optimal support to their students preparing for 

international exams with the Practice Tests and the Test Generator.

To find out more about Optimise, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/optimise

A2 B1 B1+ B2

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9781380031884 9781380032089 9780230488632 9780230488809

Student’s Book Pack 9781380031877 9781380032072 9780230488625 9780230488793

Digital Student’s Book Premium Pack 9781380031853 9781380032058 9780230488694 9780230488847

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9781380033680 9781380032041 9780230488700 9780230488854

Workbook without answer key 9781380033727 9781380033772 9780230488656 9780230488946

Workbook with answer key 9781380031907 9781380032096 9780230488649 9780230488939

Online Workbook Pack 9781380031860 9781380032065 9781786326201 9781786326249

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack 9781380033710 9781380033765 9780230488670 9780230488823

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

LEVELA2+  B2English World (Levels 7-10)
MARY BOWEN, LIZ HOCKING, WENDY WREN

English World (Levels 7-10) is the second part of a 10-level 

course from primary to the end of secondary education, designed 

to help teenage learners develop a sound understanding of how 

the English language works.

• Grammar is clearly presented in context through the reading text and further 
consolidated through each unit with extra practice on form and function.

• To facilitate the transition from primary to secondary learning, a level 7  
course-specific dictionary is included to help students consolidate knowledge  
of grammatical structures.

• Exam Practice Books provide exam preparation and test activities, as well as self-
assessment tick boxes to encourage students to take responsibility for their own learning.

• The Skills and Reference Dictionary contains a wealth of useful information, including 
grammar references and wordlists that help students develop their own strategies for 
future learning. 

• A Workbook CD-ROM offers useful student support, including student audio material, 
a pronunciation chart and interactive games that encourage learner independence.

Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Level 10

Student’s Book 9780230032521 9780230032538 9780230032545 9780230032552

Teacher’s Guide 9780230032569 9780230032576 9780230032583 9780230032590

Workbook & CD Rom 9780230440920 9780230441309 9780230441323 9780230441347

Teacher’s Digibook 9780230032309 9780230032316 9780230032323 9780230032330

Audio CD 9780230032446 9780230032453 9780230032460 9780230032477

Exam Practice Book 9780230032101 9780230032118 9780230032125 9780230037038

Dictionary 9780230032200 – – –

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

To find out more about English World (Levels 7-10), go to:

mac-ed.courses/english-world

To download samples and take a video tour of Motivate, visit:

mac-ed.courses/motivate
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CEFR LEVEL A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2

Skillful Second Edition p56

Breakthrough Plus  
2nd Edition 

p57

openMind 2nd Edition p58

Language Hub p59

Straightforward 
2nd Edition p60

Global p61

Get Real! p61

Adult

BRITISH ENGLISH
Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK
Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH
Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK
Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE
Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO
Video content

PRESENTATION KIT
Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM
Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/
PRACTICE
Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

Skillful Second Edition

Academic English 
skills taken to the  
next level

See page 56

Breakthrough Plus 
2nd Edition

Boosting confidence 
to communicate 
in English

See page 57

HIGHLIGHTS

 For our complete range of Adult titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/adult



NOW WITH REUTERS 
VIDEO CONTENT 

Step-by-step dual skills approach 
to developing language

Authentic video material  
from Reuters TM  

Dedicated Study Skills training 
from Stella Cottrell

Solve the academic puzzle
Skillful helps teachers prepare students for success in academic 

university English programmes. Through engaging content,  

a skills-based syllabus, clear step-by-step lessons, and a strong 

and skills they need at university and in their future careers. 

To find out more visit
mac-ed.courses/skillful-second-edition 

52 5352 53



COMMUNICATE

FOR SUCCESS

CONFIDENCE TO

2nd Edition

Breakthrough
PLUS

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition, 
the new edition of the 
successful young adult and 
adult learner series, helps 
students develop genuine 

communicate in English in a 
global context.

mac-ed.courses/breakthrough-plus-2

54 5554 55
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A1  B2Breakthrough Plus 
2nd Edition

MILES CRAVEN

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition builds on 
Macmillan’s best-selling series for young adults 
and adults, adopting a communication-focused 
approach to help learners develop their listening 
and speaking skills.

The flexible material and pick-and-mix-nature of Breakthrough Plus 
2nd Edition is ideal for mixed-ability classes and encourages students 

to become confident and fluent speakers. Authentic, natural language 

is practised through engaging and relevant tasks, motivating learners to 

overcome challenges and apply what they have learnt.

• Focus on communicative activities provides a dynamic and engaging 

classroom experience to improve students’ listening and speaking skills.

• Each unit contains Skills Expansion Pages which help teachers meet the 

needs of all students, regardless of their current ability or learning speed.

• New Conversation and Exchange Videos now accompany the already 

existing Expansion Videos, further enhancing the course aimed at 

building students’ confidence to communicate in English.

• Transferable skills, essential for study and work, are developed 

through the new Presentation Skills sections which provide practical 

models that students can adopt and replicate.

• Teachers can provide a heads-up interactive learning experience 

through the new and enhanced Teacher’s Presentation Kit and 

Resource Centre.

Discover more about Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition at:

mac-ed.courses/breakthrough-plus-2

Intro Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digital Student’s Book Pack* 9781380003287 9781380003089 9781380003133 9781380003188 9781380003232

Premium Teacher’s Book Pack* 9781380007452 9781380007339 9781380007360 9781380007391 9781380007421

Workbook Pack 9781380003294 9781380003096 9781380003140 9781380003195 9781380003249

* Available in Asia only

A1  C1Skillful 
Second Edition

LIDA BAKER, DAVID BOHLKE, ROBYN BRINKS LOCKWOOD,  
STEVEN GERSHON, ELLEN KISSLINGER, EMMA PATHARE,  
GARY PATHARE, LOUIS ROGERS, LINDSAY WARWICK,  
DOROTHY E. ZEMACH

Skillful Second Edition is a 5-level Academic 
English course designed for students in university 
programmes. Its rigorous step-by-step approach 
develops language proficiency and academic 
skills, helping students perform at their best.

Skillful Second Edition engages and challenges students with interesting 

and relevant topics, using fresh, dynamic content and meaningful 

academic tasks. The material in this latest edition, enhanced with digital 

content, encourages learners to study and analyse a wide range of ideas 

and problems in order to form and express their own opinions with the 

confidence needed to achieve academic success. 

• Engaging video from Reuters presents language in a real-world 

context, encouraging ideas and debate, introducing key language  

and vocabulary and stimulating active listening.

• The improved skills-based tasks and increased pronunciation 

activities create an even stronger focus on getting students to clearly 

and confidently express themselves in written and spoken English. 

• Study Skills training is based on the work of pioneer researcher and 

expert in the field, Stella Cottrell, and helps equip students with the 

skills and techniques to improve their academic performance.

• The fully-interactive Digital Student’s Book and Online Workbook 

provide further practice in and out of the classroom, reinforcing  

new language. 

• Following a shared topic syllabus, the Skillful Second Edition Reading & 
Writing and Listening & Speaking books can be combined seamlessly, 

or used independently.

To find out more about Skillful Second Edition, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/skillful-second-edition

LISTENING & SPEAKING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digital Student’s Book Pack* 9781380010315 9781380010469 9781380010582 9781380010711 9781380010841

Premium Teacher’s Pack 9781380010339 9781380010490 9781380010612 9781380010735 9781380010834

READING & WRITING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digital Student’s Book Pack* 9781380010377 9781380010520 9781380010643 9781380010773 9781380010902

Premium Teacher’s Pack 9781380010391 9781380010551 9781380010674 9781380010797 9781380010896

* Available in Asia only

LISTENING & SPEAKING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digital Student’s Book Pack* 9781786329387 9781786329400 9781786329424 9781786329448 9781786329462

Teacher’s Premium Book Pack 9780230486898 9780230486911 9780230486935 9780230486966 9780230486980

READING & WRITING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + Digital Student’s Book Pack* 9781786329394 9781786329417 9781786329431 9781786329455 9781786329479

Teacher’s Premium Book Pack 9780230486904 9780230486928 9780230486942 9780230486959 9780230486973

* Available in Asia only

Skillful 1st Edition

For more information, visit:

mac-ed.courses/skillful-first-edition

1ST EDITION STILL AVAILABLE

NEW
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A1  C1 A1  C1openMind  
2nd Edition

MICKEY ROGERS, STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES,   
JOANNE TAYLORE-KNOWLES, DOROTHY E. ZEMACH,  
INGRID WISNIEWSKA

openMind provides adult learners with the skills 
to explore contemporary topics, develop real 
language skills and prepare for their study, work 
and future career.

Designed to help students become natural, effective communicators, 

openMind prepares learners for life both in and out of the work 

environment. Using a global workplace context, a comprehensive  

life skills syllabus will help students develop an understanding  

of ‘work and career’, ‘study and learning’, and ‘self and society’.  

Students will also acquire essential strategies to help them become 

more efficient learners.

• The four skills are systematically developed through a carefully 

designed skills syllabus, phasing in new skills while the previous  

ones are being consolidated.

• A diverse range of topics exposes learners to a variety of perspectives 

in order to encourage critical thinking. 

• Self-assessment features are built into speaking and writing workshops, 

allowing students to monitor and track their own progress.

• High quality video content matched to the themes and language 

areas covered in the course, presents new language in its natural 

context to hold students’ interest.

• Study is flexible and can continue outside of the classroom with the 

Digital Student’s Book, Resource Centre and Online Workbook.

Learn more about openMind at:

mac-ed.courses/mind-series-second-edition

Discover more about Language Hub at:

mac-ed.courses/language-hub

starter openMind 1 openMind 2 openMind 3 masterMind 1 masterMind 2

Student’s Book + Workbook 
Pack

9780230458895 – – – – –

Student’s Book Pack Standard – 9780230459083 9780230459397 9780230459724 9780230469716 9780230469846

Student’s Book Premium Pack 9780230469686 9780230459045 9780230459373 9780230459717 9780230470354 9780230470408

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230495029 9780230495067 9780230495111 9780230495173 9780230495210 9780230495265

Digital Student’s Premium 
Book Pack

9780230495012 9780230495074 9780230495128 9780230495166 9780230495227 9780230495272

Online Workbook 9780230458994 9780230459052 9780230459427 9780230459755 9780230490475 9780230490482

Print Workbook + Audio CD 
Pack (with Key)

– 9780230459175 9780230459502 9780230459854 9780230474338 9780230474369

Print Workbook + Audio CD 
Pack (without Key)

– 9780230459151 9780230459489 9780230459847 9780230474321 9780230474352

Teacher’s Book Premium 
Plus Pack

9780230495043 9780230495098 9780230495142 9780230495197 9780230495241 9780230495296

Asia Student’s Book Pack 
(no DVD)

9780230479340 
(with Workbook)

9780230479357 9780230479364 9780230479371 – –

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Also available in British English as Open Mind.  

For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 102

Split Edition openMind 1 openMind 2 openMind 3 masterMind 1 masterMind 2

Student’s Book Pack A 9780230459090 9780230459434 9780230459731 9780230494107 9780230494190

Student’s Book Pack B 9780230459106 9780230459656 9780230459748 9780230494114 9780230494183

Workbook A 9780230459182 9780230459519 9780230459861 9780230494152 9780230494220

Workbook B 9780230459199 9780230459526 9780230459878 9780230494145 9780230494237

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Language Hub                
NEW
DAN BRAYSHAW, JEREMY DAY, JON HIRD, PETER MAGGS, EDWARD 
PRICE, GARETH REES, LOUIS ROGERS, GRAHAM SKERRITT, 
CATHERINE SMITH, INGRID WISNIEWSKA

Language Hub is a new six-level general English 
course for adult learners which takes the 
complexity out of teaching English. It is designed 
to promote effective communication and 
helps to build learners’ confidence with regular 
opportunities for meaningful practice.

With Language Hub, producing interesting and motivating lessons has 

never been easier.  

At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus with clear learning outcomes 

using a range  

of interesting topics, and a functional language strand presented 

through an entertaining video series. The Teacher’s Book makes lesson 

preparation intuitive with annotated  

‘teach-off-the-page’ lessons supported by tips and ideas taken from the 

award-winning Macmillan Books for Teachers series.

• Language Hub is easy to use in a variety of teaching situations due 

to its firm pedagogic foundation, and syllabus aligned to the revised 

CEFR.

• Comprehensive video content includes engaging ‘sitcom’ series 

providing realistic models for learners’ own language production, and 

additional authentic video content from The Guardian offering further 

input for practice.

• The Writing lessons in the Student’s Book help learners improve their 

communicative writing skills and cover a range of genres aligned to 

the topic in each unit of the course.

• The Student App offers learners quick and flexible practice 

opportunities when  

and where they need it, and also provides exposure to target 

language for class preparation and consolidation. 

• The Teacher App helps to deliver content in a simple-to-use lesson 

pathway designed for easy presentation and truly engaging lessons.

B1

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

+ access to  
Student’s App

DANIEL BRAYSHAW 
JOHN HIRD

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 C1
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Language Hub is a six-level general English course for adults 
promoting effective communication and building confidence 
through carefully structured activities with regular opportunities 
for meaningful practice. At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus 
with clear learning outcomes, explored through a wide range of 
interesting topics.

Features of the course include:

•  Engaging video 
content to show 
functional language in 
context, with a ‘sitcom’ 
series providing 
realistic models 
for learners’ own 
language production 
and authentic video 
content providing 
input for further 
practice including 
content from sources 
such as the Guardian.

•  Additional Writing 
Lessons designed to 
help learners improve 
their communicative 
writing skills covering 
a range of genres 
aligned to the topic of 
each unit.

•  A Students’ App 
which offers learners 
quick and flexible 
practice opportunities 
when and where 
they need it, and also 
provides exposure to 
target language for 
class preparation and 
consolidation.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

Beginner Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380016508 9781380016706 9781380016904 9781380017109 9781380017307 9781380017505

Workbook with Key 9781380016577 9781380016775 9781380016973 9781380017178 9781380017376 9781380017574

Workbook without Key 9781380016560 9781380016768 9781380016966 9781380017161 9781380017369 9781380017567

Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380016522 9781380016720 9781380016928 9781380017123 9781380017321 9781380017529

Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate in September 2019
Starter, Upper Intermediate and Advanced in January 2020

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/products/skillful-Second-Edition-Level4-Listening-and-Speaking-Premium-Students-Pack/
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Get Real!
MILES CRAVEN, ANGELA BUCKINGHAM, DAVID WILLIAMSON

Get Real! is an accessible and flexible course that helps build 

students’ confidence in communicating in English.

• Intuitive and easy-to-follow Teacher‘s Guide with photocopiable placement tests 
to allow you to find the correct level your students should be using.

• Teacher’s digibook acts as a classroom presentation tool, with zoom features and 
embedded audio, allowing teachers to group students in classes to allocate extra 
practice activities and access their markbooks.

• Page-faithful digital version of the Student’s Book, which includes embedded audio 
files and markbook-linked interactive practice.

• Workbook providing consolidation and extension of key language.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/adult

For complete component pack information visit:

mac-ed.courses/global

Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230447165 9780230447080 9780230447103 9780230447127

Workbook 9780230010420 9780230010437 9780230010444 9780230010451

Teacher’s Pack + Digibook 9780230010505 9780230447097 9780230447110 9780230010536

Global
LINDSAY CLANDFIELD, AMANDA JEFFRIES, JACKIE MCAVOY, KATE PICKERING,  

REBECCA ROBB BENNE, ROBERT CAMPBELL, MICHAEL VINCE

Global is an award winning 6-level general English course  

with sophisticated content and international appeal. 

Information-rich topics are combined with a global outlook  

in a stimulating design.

• The Global Teacher’s Book includes a range of specialist methodology essays 
written by award winning ELT authors. 

• The Global Voices sections give students the opportunity to listen to authentic native 
and non-native speakers in their own time, furthering their learning.

• Global English sections provide extra reading practice with texts written especially 
for the course by David Crystal, world-renowned expert on the English language.

• The eBook offers students a page-faithful version of the print coursebook with 
interactive audio.

A1  C1

A1  B1

Straightforward  
Second edition

PHILIP KERR, LINDSAY CLANDFIELD, CERI JONES, ROY NORRIS,  
JIM SCRIVENER

Straightforward Second edition is a 6-level 
English course that takes young adult and adult 
learners from beginner through to advanced level 
using a methodical structure that encourages 
multi-skilled learning.

Straightforward Second edition builds on the series’ strong foundations, 

with content that is relevant to the modern, fast-paced world. Topics, 

articles and exercises appear in an intuitive design that is easy to follow 

and teach straight off the page. The flexible course structure delivers 

grammar in easily digestible segments and extensive product skills 

development and practice is provided through the input and extra 

communication pages.

• Video material from the BBC and ITN with worksheets and additional 

videos help to engage students and give real context.

• Each Student’s Book includes self-assessment tools allowing learners 

to track and monitor their own progress.

• The series is acclaimed for its Teacher’s Book, written by the guru  

of teaching practice and instruction, Jim Scrivener. 

• The Teacher’s Resource website offers comprehensive teaching support, 

including CEFR checklists and information guides, as well as tips from 

Jim Scrivener.

• The Straightforward Digital disk and eBook enable simultaneous 

display of course assets for flexible teaching and learning and can  

be used on interactive whiteboards, projectors or simply on a laptop.

Discover more about Straightforward Second edition at:

mac-ed.courses/straightforward-second-edition

A1  C1

Beginner Elementary Pre-Intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book 9780230422957 9780230423053 9780230414006 9780230423244 9780230423343 9780230423442

eBook Student’s Pack 9781786327598 9781786327611 9781786327642 9781786327659 9781786327673 9781786327697

Workbook with key & CD 9780230422971 9780230423060 9780230423169 9780230423268 9780230423350 9780230423466

Workbook without key & CD 9780230422964 9780230423077 9780230423152 9780230423251 9780230423367 9780230423459

eBook Teacher’s Pack 9781786327604 9781786327628 9781786327635 9781786327666 9781786327680 9781786327703

Class Audio CD 9780230423022 – – – – 9780230423510

Class Audio CDa (x2) – 9780230423121 9780230423220 9780230423329 9780230423428 –

Digital DVD Rom Multiple User 9780230424159 9780230424210 9780230424289 9780230424333 9780230424401 9780230423596

Digital DVD Rom Single User 9780230424166 9780230424227 9780230424272 9780230424340 9780230424395 9780230423589

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Exams CEFR LEVEL A1 A1+ A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Young Learners English Skills p64

Young Learners English Practice Tests p64

Improve Your Skills Series p65

IELTS Introduction + Study Skills p66

IELTS Graduation + Study Skills p66

IELTS Foundation + Study Skills p66

IELTS Testbuilder 2nd Edition p68

First Testbuilder 3rd Edition p68

Ready for IELTS 2nd Edition p67

 For our complete range of Exams titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/exams

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

Comprehensive training in 

all four skills tested in the 

IELTS exam.

See page 67

Flexible series to fully 

support the needs of 

students training towards a 

wide range of IELTS bands.

See page 66

HIGHLIGHTS

Ready for IELTS IELTS series
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LEVEL

LEVELA1  A2

A1  A2

Flyers Movers Starters

Pupil’s Book 9780230449091 9780230449046 9780230448995

Teacher’s Book & webcode Pack 9780230449114 9780230449060 9780230449015

Class Audio CD 9780230449121 9780230449077 9780230449022

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Young Learners English 
Practice Tests
SANDRA FOX, BRYAN STEPHENS

Young Learners English Practice Tests are designed and written 

by teachers to thoroughly prepare children for the Cambridge 

English Young Learners Test in an easy and enjoyable way.

• Each level includes 4 complete practice tests that closely reflect exam content, 
allowing children to familiarise themselves with the types of tasks they will  
need to complete.

• Unique double page speaking practice pictures provide an opportunity for oral 
practice, giving children a deeper understanding of the vocabulary and grammar 
they are learning.

• Full audio script and sample speaking test videos create a dynamic and interesting 
classroom atmosphere, encouraging participation and boosting learner confidence.

• Step-by-step teacher’s notes on the various activities make lesson planning swift 
and easy, freeing up more time for teaching.

Download the teacher’s notes for free at:

mac-ed.courses/young-learners-english-practice-tests

Young Learners English Skills
SANDRA FOX, BRENDAN DUNNE, ROBIN NEWTON 

Young Learners English Skills is a 3-level primary course 

designed to develop young learners skills for the 3 levels  

of the Cambridge Young Learners Test in a fun and practical way.

• Students steadily progress to the test requirements of each level of YLE thanks  
to structured and carefully paced course syllabus.

• Lessons are learner-focused with activities that encourage communication  
and participation.

• The end of each Student’s Book contains test-type activities to help consolidate 
knowledge and give the opportunity for additional practice outside of the classroom. 

• Written by experienced YLE examiners and teacher trainers, the course is friendly 
to both teachers and students.

• Additional materials and practice exams are available via the Teacher’s Resource 
Centre, offering comprehensive exam training and assistance with lesson planning.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/young-learners-english-skills

Flyers Movers Starters

Student’s Book & CD Pack 9780230407077 9780230409972 9780230412255

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Improve Your Skills 
Series
MALCOLM MANN, STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES, SAM MCCARTER, 
NORMAN WHITBY, BARRY CUSACK, STEPHANIE DIMOND-BAYIR, 
JANE SHORT, JO PRESHOUS

Improve Your Skills is a carefully paced, 
supplementary exam series designed specifically 
for students preparing to take the IELTS exams. 

As well as equipping students with the skills they will need to pass  

any of the exams, the coursebooks in Skills series also give extensive 

vocabulary and grammar practice across the four skills: reading,  

writing, listening and speaking. Perfect as an in-class supplement,  

the 12 topic-based units featured in the course can also be used  

for self-study.

• A scaffolded skills approach created by authors Malcolm Mann and 

Steve Taylore-Knowles offers incremental and carefully paced learning.

• Students can start building strong foundations for exam success with 

strategy and preparation advice included in the Skills Tip boxes.

• Each unit closes with Exam Focus and Exam Practice sections 

featuring authentic exam questions to give students a head start. 

• The course is available with answer key for self-study, or without 

answer key for classroom use with the teacher. 

Discover more about the Improve Your Skills series at:

mac-ed.courses/improve-your-skills-for-first

B1  C1

Listening & Speaking IELTS 4.5-6.0 IELTS 6.0-7.5

Student’s Book with key 9780230462878 9780230463424

Student’s Book without key 9780230462861 9780230467637

Reading

Student’s Book with key 9780230462175 9780230463394

Student’s Book without key 9780230462199 9780230463370

Writing

Student’s Book with key 9780230462182 9780230463400

Student’s Book without key 9780230464698 9780230463387

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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B2  C1

Digital Student’s Book with Answers Pack 9781786328595

Student’s Book with Answers Pack 9781786328625

Student’s Book without Answers Pack 9781786328632

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack 9781786328588

Workbook with Answers Pack 9781786328618

Workbook without Answers Pack 9781786328601

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Ready for IELTS 
 

SAM McCARTER

Ready For IELTS 2nd Edition provides students 
with everything they need to succeed in their IELTS 
exam and achieve a band of between 5.0 and 7.0. 

Ready for IELTS is a comprehensive course for young adults and adults that 

provides comprehensive training in all four skills tested in the IELTS exam.

• The Ready For... units offer flexible extra practice for the four main 

skills tested in the IELTS exam.

• Students are provided with useful tips and exam strategy advice in 

What to expect in the exam, How to go about it and Don’t Forget! boxes.

• Each unit includes one or more Language Focus sections which 

analyse the main grammar areas that are required for the exam, 

together with Vocabulary and Word Building sections. 

• Revised Review pages contain language practice in exam format  

to help students become confident with typical exam tasks. 

• The Teacher’s Book with at-a-glance teaching notes includes access 

codes to the Resource Centre, reducing lesson preparation time.

Discover more about Ready for IELTS 2nd Edition at:

mac-ed.courses/ready-for-ielts-second-edition

Discover more at:  

mac-ed.courses/ielts-introduction

B1  C1

A2  B1 B1  B2

IELTS Graduation  
+ Study Skills
MARK ALLEN, DEBRA POWELL, DICKIE DOLBY, 
CHARLIE MARTINEAU, JANE SHORT

• The course can be used for self-study or in the 
IELTS classroom due to the flexibility offered by 
the Study Skills book.

• Students can improve their understanding  
of grammar and expand their vocabulary range 
through the Language Focus sections.

• Dictionary Focus, Grammar and Vocabulary 
sections provide additional exercises to practise words 
and structures commonly used in academic work.

• Model answers for authentic writing questions 
demonstrate the types of texts required and the 
level of language desirable.

• The course can be extended or shortened with  
the help of optional activities included in the 
Teacher’s Book, alongside the recordings scripts, 
highlighted answers and thorough teaching notes. 

IELTS Introduction 
+ Study Skills
SAM MCCARTER, VERITY COLE

• While the course addresses all four language skills, 
there is a special focus on the productive ones, 
Speaking and Writing, which usually pose more  
of a challenge to the students.

• Students will be able to make links between 
exam tasks and their own language development 
through Language Focus and Vocabulary sections. 

• Students can build confidence in key areas using 
the Study Skills sections at the end of each unit, 
complete with exam information and tips. 

• An accompanying Skills Book contains further practice 
for students, presenting an ideal opportunity for 
self-study outside of the classroom.

• Teachers who are new to the IELTS exam will find 
a lot of useful guidance and information in the 
Teacher’s Book. 

IELTS Foundation  
+ Study Skills
ANDREW PRESHOUS, RACHEL ROBERTS,  
JOANNA PRESHOUS, JOANNE GAKONGA,  
JANE SHORT, AMANDA FRENCH

• The course can be shortened or expanded to fit  
in with the needs of the student or institution due 
to the flexibility offered by the Study Skills book.

• A Grammar & Vocabulary Bank provides additional 
practice in areas which commonly present difficulties 
for students.

• Students can improve their language accuracy 
and expression range through detailed Language 
Focus sections.

• An accompanying Study Skills book is divided into 
4 sections and can be used for self-study or as an 
intensive IELTS preparation course. 

• The Student’s Book and Teacher’s Book include 
audio scripts where answers to questions are 
clearly marked to allow for analysis of the texts.

Student’s Book 9780230422780

Study Skills Pack 9780230425743

Teacher’s Book 9780230425750

Audio CDs (x2) 9780230425767

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue  
for complete component pack information

General  
Modules

Academic 
Modules 

2nd Edition

Student’s Book – 9780230422100

Study Skills Pack 9781405082013 9780230425798

Teacher’s Book – 9780230425804

Audio CDs (x2) – 9780230425811

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue  
for complete component pack information

Student’s Book 9781405080750

Study Skills Pack 9781405080781

Teacher’s Book 9781405080798

Audio CDs (x2) 9781405080804

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue  
for complete component pack information

B2  C1

IELTS Testbuilder 
2nd Edition

SAM MCCARTER, JUDITH ASH

IELTS Testbuilder is a highly effective 
material specifically designed to help 
students pass the IELTS exam.

• The tests provide useful guidance and strategy tips on 
how best to prepare for the exam.

• The Further Practice and Guidance pages contain 
helpful exercises, advice and tips 
relating to each paper, helping candidates reach 
their own conclusions with an answer key for 
reference.

• The book contains language development 
exercises and authentic sample answers, 
to help effectively plan and execute writing tasks.

• Students build on their speaking confidence by 
working in pairs to complete Speaking Tests.

• IELTS Testbuilder contains an informative 
introduction to the testing system.

Testbuilder 1
2nd Edition

Testbuilder 2

Tests that Teach with key 9780230476141 9780230028852

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
for complete component pack information

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/ielts-testbuilder-2
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Skills, 
Grammar & 
Vocabulary CEFR LEVEL A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2

Essential Reading    
2nd Edition p70

Macmillan  
Writing Series p71

Reading Keys p72

Macmillan English 
Grammar in Context p72

Speaking of Speech p72

 For our complete range of Skills, Grammar & Vocabulary titles visit

  mac-ed.courses/skills-grammar- 
and-vocabulary

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

Using the power of reading 

to develop essential 

language and life skills.

See page 70

HIGHLIGHTS

Essential Reading 
2nd Edition 

Macmillan Writing 
Series

Providing the fundamental 

tools required for writing in 

academic contexts.

See page 71
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LEVEL

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book 9780230493988 9780230493995 9780230494008

Teacher’s File (Level 1-3)                                                 9780230494015

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A2  B1+Essential Reading 
2nd Edition 
CHRIS GOUGH, JACKIE MCAVOY, SCOTT MILES

Essential Reading Second Edition is a 3-level 
course that teaches young adult and adult 
learners the essential reading skills through texts 
with a variety of engaging topics tailored to Asian 
learners.

Using the power of reading to improve essential language skills and 

develop life skills, this second edition offers a new design, updated 

materials to reflect changing society and trends, and a completely new 

Teacher’s Presentation Kit to aid classroom teaching. The course uses 

local and global topics appealing to Asian learners to capture students’ 

attention.

• Motivates students and develops global citizens through the engaging 

local and global topics that apply knowledge and language in context.

• Complete reading skills programme and step-by-step subskills help 

turn students into successful readers.

• Comprehensive skills-building activities develop essential language 

skills.

• Builds 21st century skills through the essential Life Skills activities 

for career and further study, preparing students for academic, 

professional and personal success.

• Improves intensive and extensive reading skills through the Macmillan 

Graded Readers story in each level, enabling students to develop 

language skills in a thoroughly enjoyable way.

Download audio stories at:

www.macmillanessentialreading2.com 

Writing 
Sentences

Writing 
Paragraphs Writing Essays Writing Research 

Papers Writing Skills

Student’s Book 9780230415911 9780230415935 9780230415928 9780230421943 9781786323286

Writing Series Teacher’s Guide (for all AE titles) 9780230415447 — — — —

Academic 
Writing

Writing in 
Paragraphs 

British English Student’s Book 9781405086066 9781405095860

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A2  C1Macmillan 
Writing Series
DOROTHY E. ZEMACH, DANIEL BROUDY, CARLOS ISLAM,  
ROBYN BRINKS LOCKWOOD, LISA A. GHULLDU, CHRIS VALVONA

Macmillan Writing Series is a 4-level course 
designed to help young adults and adult  
learners use English in an academic context  
with step-by-step guidance and engaging 
practice exercises.

By offering training in a range of new skills, including how to brainstorm 

ideas and arrange them, write long and short-form texts and share 

information, Macmillan Writing Series provides students who need 

to improve their academic skills with the tools they need to succeed. 

The course gradually develops students’ writing, from basic sentence 

construction right through to writing full academic research papers.

• A ‘start to finish’ systematic approach offers clarity to students, 

helping them to organise their learning and develop skills in  

a comprehensive way.

• The end of each unit provides students with an opportunity to use 

the grammar and vocabulary, sentence and paragraph structures they 

have learned in engaging writing tasks.

• Vocabulary is thematically structured to help students learn it more 

efficiently and use it to create writing passages.

• The comprehensive Teacher’s Guide includes step-by-step notes  

and activities, a full answer-key and photocopiable peer review forms, 

as well as suggestions for extra learning activities.

• Each Student’s Book contains an appendix, complete with a verb 

chart that highlights irregular past tense verb forms and particles  

for easy reference.

To find out more, visit:

mac-ed.courses/macmillan-writing-series



Discover 
the amazing 
world of 
Macmillan 
Readers

macmillanreaders.com
Extensive reading programmes 
for learners of English

From Shakespeare to Bridget Jones, 

short stories and non-fiction; whether 

you’re teaching young learners or adults, 

there is a Reader for you. 

Search the full list

macmillanreaders.com
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To find out more, visit  

macmillanenglish.com

B1  C2

A1  C2A2  B1+

Speaking Of Speech
DAVID HARRINGTON, CHARLES LEBEAU

• With techniques to help students make quick, 
visible improvements and gain confidence.

• Adopts a clear six-step approach to systematically 
build learners’ skills for making speeches and 
giving presentations

• Tips for creating slides using computer 
presentation software and giving presentations. 

• A variety of activity-based activities to keep 
students involved.

• Teacher’s Book and Audio CD are included in the 
Teacher’s Book Pack.

Macmillan English  
Grammar in Context
SIMON CLARKE, MICHAEL VINCE

• A combination of real-life English and relevant 
academic language makes the learning process 
easier and more engaging. 

• Exercises and extension activities on lexical 
grammar, including collocations, prepositions and 
common verbs, offer an excellent opportunity for 
independent study.

• A fully searchable glossary gives additional support 
and points of reference to facilitate learning 
outside of the classroom.

• Learners will gradually build their speaking 
confidence thanks to the audio samples that 
demonstrate the correct pronunciation of words 
and sentences.

• A CD-ROM includes extra practice and printable 
tests for each language area, making the course 
perfect for using both at home and in the 
classroom.

Reading Keys
MILES CRAVEN

• The opportunity to teach by theme or skill allows 
teachers to adapt the reading course to best suit 
each individual lesson.

• Extracts from Macmillan Readers encourage 
extensive reading and help students relate to  
the content in a more enjoyable way.

• A bank of Activity, Skills and Vocabulary sheets 
with detailed explanations and useful study 
tips reinforces and consolidates students’ 
understanding of what they have learnt. 

• The Teacher’s File boasts a wealth of resources 
for easy and effective lesson planning, including 
notes, answer keys, photocopiable activities  
and wordlists.

• The Test Generator CD contains extra practice 
texts and exercises providing an easy way to create 
customisable tests and assess students’ progress. 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book 9780230724778 9780230724815 9780230724853

Teaching File Pack 9780230724808 — —

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Essential Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book with Key + CD-
ROM Pack

9781405070515 9781405071437 9781405070546

Student’s Book without Key + 
CD-ROM Pack

9781405071468 9781405071444 9781405071482

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Student Book + Student DVD Pack 9780230726017

Student Book + Student DVD Pack Level 2 9781786320766

Teacher’s Guide + Audio CD Pack 9780230726024

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Business 
English & ESP CEFR LEVEL A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2

Get Ready for 
International Business

p76

In Company 3.0 p77

In Company 3.0  
ESP Series p78

The Business 2.0 p78

Email English 
2nd Edition p79

Presentations  
in English p79

Campaign English for 
the Military p79

 For our complete range of Business English & ESP titles visit

  mac-ed.courses/business-and- 
professional-english

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

The International English 

course preparing students 

for working life.

See page 76

The English course for 

working professionals.

See page 77

HIGHLIGHTS

Get Ready for 
International Business

InCompany3.0
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A1+  B2Get Ready for 
International Business
ANDREW VAUGHAN, DOROTHY E. ZEMACH

Get Ready for International Business is a two-
level speaking and listening course designed for 
pre-professional university or college students, 
or students who are about to embark on their 
professional careers.

• The 12 topic and function-focused units guide students through a 

series of motivating, student-centred activities to build their skills and 

confidence to communicate successfully in the global business world.

• Listening exercises and the cross-cultural Viewpoints sections expose 

students to a variety of accents and a range of people talking about 

different aspects of business as well as culture. 

• In Business case studies create a realistic practice environment, 

providing additional practice for those exams which test the everyday 

English skills of people working in an international environment.

• TOIEC® or BEC exam preparation and practice are available via the 

Student’s Book, giving learners everything they need to plan for 

success.

In Company 3.0
MARK POWELL, SIMON CLARKE, JOHN ALLISON, ED PEGG,  
EDWARD DE CHAZAL

In Company 3.0 is a best-selling, 5-level course 
trusted by thousands of teachers worldwide. 
The skills-based Business English series, aimed 
at professional, adult learners seeking to realise 
their full potential as speakers of English at work, 
delivers immediate and tangible outcomes.

In Company 3.0 builds on the success of the previous editions, providing 

enhanced and updated content and tools that reflect the realities  

of 21st century professionals and their workplace. The short, accessible 

units focus on key business scenarios and demonstrate the practical 

application of functional language in business contexts.

• The Starter level is carefully designed to provide students with 

essential language for survival and success at work.

• Case study videos such as In Action and Interviews simulate real-life 

business situations and showcase global business professionals 

encouraging fast, contextual learning. 

• Each unit is a fast track to competence in a particular business skill  

and target language is selectively introduced, giving students  

the chance to fully understand it before going on to tackle fluency 

activities.

• The Digital Student’s Book and Online Workbook give students  

the opportunity to maximise their study time inside and outside  

the classroom.

• The Teachers’ Resource Centre provides access to additional 

photocopiable materials, tests, worksheets as well as audio  

and video content.

To download a sample of the Teacher’s Book, Student’s Book or Audio files, go to:

mac-ed.courses/in-company-third-edition

Starter Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate

Student’s Book Pack 9780230458826 9780230455009 9780230455115 9780230455238 9780230455351

Teacher’s Book Premium Plus Pack 9781380000354 9781380000361 9781380000378 9781380000385 9781380000392

Class Audio CD 9780230454927 9780230455054 9780230455160 9780230455283 9780230455405

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9781786329189 9781786329219 9781786329240 9781786329271 9781786329301

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A2  B1

Level 1 Level 2

Student’s Book [BEC] 9780230447868 9780230447905

Student’s Book [TOEIC] 9780230433250 9780230447912

Teacher’s Pack 9780230447875 9780230447929

Class Audio CD [BEC] 9780230447882 9780230447936

Class Audio CD [TOEIC] 9780230447899 9780230447943

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

For more information, please visit:

mac-ed.courses/get-ready-for-international-business
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LEVEL

LEVELB1  C1

In Company 3.0 ESP Series
JOHN ALLISON, ED PEGG, JEREMY TOWNEND

In Company 3.0 ESP series combines the tried-and tested 

communication approach from the acclaimed skills-based 

Business English series, In Company 3.0 with the functional 

language and vocabulary students need in their specific 

professional context.

• Tailored, relevant content for a range of job specialisations including Sales, 
Logistics, Corporate Finance, Investment and Supply Chain Management.

• Short modules with manageable units make it ideal for intensive courses which fit 
in with students’ professional needs.

• Authentic video interviews with real business professionals allow students to rehearse 
real-life work situations that are relevant to them.

• Self-assessment checklists allow students to track and monitor their own progress 
and highlight areas for improvement.

• The Teacher’s and Student’s Resource Centres give easy access to worksheets, as 
well as video and audio assets for additional practice at home or in the classroom.

To download a sample of the Student’s Book, including audio sample 

tracks, visit:

mac-ed.courses/esp-series-for-in-company-3

The Business 2.0
JOHN ALLISON, JEREMY TOWNEND, PAUL EMMERSON,  
RACHEL APPLEBY, EDWARD DE CHAZAL

Based on the success of the original edition, The Business 2.0, 

provides students who are preparing for future employment 

with the language and business skills they need to succeed 

in the competitive international business environment.

• Each level starts with the About Business section, offering an overview of key 
business concepts, to help introduce information and language for the subject 
area using key topics like economics, organisation and CV writing.

• Specially formulated speaking tasks and case studies help students build their 
confidence to communicate and develop interpersonal skills.

• The case studies provide authentic, problem-solving situations, like those encountered 
in real business environments, allowing students to apply all language, skills  
and ideas they learnt.

• Relevant and interesting reading texts challenge students and provide context  
for the presentations of new language, as well as opportunities for discussion.

• Transparent business links in each module present core business topics such  
as international trade, finance, sales and marketing and personal development.

For more information, please visit:

mac-ed.courses/the-business-2

Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book 9780230437807 9780230437883 9780230437968 9780230438040

Student’s Book Pack 9780230437814 9780230437890 9780230437975 9780230438057

Teacher’s Book Pack 9780230437845 9780230437920 9780230438002 9780230438088

Class Audio CD 9780230437852 9780230437937 9780230438019 9780230438095

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

B1  B2

Investment Logistics Sales Supply Chain 
Management

Corporate 
Finance 

Student’s Pack 9781786328861 9781786328908 9781786328847 9781786328922 9781786328854

Teacher’s Edition 9781786328878 9781786328885 9781786328915 9781786328892 9781786328830

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

B1+  B2 B1+  C1

Email English 2nd Edition

PAUL EMMERSON

• Email English contains a wealth of practice 

activities, all of which can be used for 

self-study or with a teacher in class.

• Students learn all the basics; including making 

requests, arranging meetings and checking 

recipient understanding.

• Trainings describing business trends, relating 

cause and effect and reporting equips learners 

with the essential email skills.

• A large number of style-awareness activities 

give direction on appropriate communication 

styles including formal and informal.

• An easy-to-use phrase bank provides over 500 

key expressions.

9780230448551

Presentations in English
ERICA J. WILLIAMS

• The book presents language, advice, delivery 

tips and presentation techniques developing 

the skills and knowledge to give effective 

presentations in English.

• The DVD follows the progress of real students 

and offers insights into their learning, models 

to follow and opportunities for analysis.

• Presentation language is taught and practised 

with emphasis on how to use it effectively.

• The course structure allows to either work 

through the chapters progressively or dip in 

to find the skills and language most useful for 

the lesson.

• Full Teacher’s Notes are available to download 

as a highly useful reference and planning 

resource.

9780230028784

A1  C1

Campaign English for the Military
SIMON MELLOR-CLARK, RANDY WALDEN, YVONNE BAKER DE ALTAMIRANO, 
NICOLA KING, CHARLES BOYLE

• Learning is immediately transferable to military situations as the course methodology is built on expert 
research and reflects how military students learn.

• Content is relevant and reliable as topics are drawn from authentic, international military contexts.

1 2 3

Student’s Book 9781405009805 9781405009850 9781405009904

Teacher’s Book 9781405009812 9781405009867 9781405009911

Workbook Pack 9781405028998 9781405029018 9781405029032

Grammar Practice 9781405074186 — —

CD (x2) 9781405009836 — —

CD (x3) — 9781405009881 9781405009935

Dictionary Vocabulary Workbook 9781405074179 — —

Military English Dictionary 9781405067034 — —

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

To access samples, go to  

mac-ed.courses/business-and-professional-english



Macmillan English Campus is an enhanced  
and now fully responsive English language learning 
platform for teens, young adults and professionals.

The Macmillan English Campus provides  
 

pre-built courses covering all four language skills  
and teaching tools at every level, all in one platform.

   Compatible with mobile  
devices for learning in and  
out of the classroom

   Over 3,500 activities, videos  
and resources to support  
learning and teaching

   User-friendly and intuitive  
navigation for seamless integration 
with existing courses

macmillanenglishcampus.com/request-a-demo

Macmillan English Campus for Business is an all- 
in-one learning platform for Business English students. 
Easy-to-use across all devices, this innovative solution 
enables teachers to create and conduct courses tailored 
to the English skills students need for their current roles 
and future careers in business.

How will your students achieve

excellence in Business English?

Ready-to-use courses

Course-building tool

Authentic material from the  
Financial Times

Content accompanying Macmillan  
In Company 3.0 course

Practice resources for ESP,  
 

and logistics

macmillanenglishcampus.com/ 
request-a-demo

80 81
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CLASSROOM 
RESOURCES

Designed by experts in 
pedagogy, based on proven 

methodology, visually 
engaging for students 

and teachers alike

Convenient, accessible 
and innovative content, 

to learn and teach 
and train

Giving you the power to 
deliver consistently 
excellent lessons

175 years of 
language expertise 

and experience

Simple and motivating tools that 
help adjust teaching strategies to 

get the best results
Resources to encourage 
positive engagement at 

home

DIGITAL

PARENT 
ENGAGEMENT

LANGUAGE 
EXPERTISE

ASSESSMENT

TEACHER 
TRAINING

Celebrating the world’s very best, 
proven and trusted teaching 
practices and methodologies 
to support all teachers from 

across the globe

INTERNATIONAL
CURRICULUM

UNLOCK THE POWER OF
LEARNING IN ENGLISH
Developed specifically for schools who are teaching English, 
Maths and Science to students whose first language is not English

For more information visit:

macmillanic.com
82 83
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PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Springboard Connect
YEARS K–3 | READING AGES: 4.5–9

This outstanding literacy series helps teachers guide students 

to develop their skills by encouraging them to listen, read, 

view, speak about, write, create and reflect on a variety of 

types of text. The series features 150 carefully levelled readers 

in print and interactive e-book format, and includes a wide 

variety of additional components and resources for teachers to 

develop an effective literacy programme for young learners.

• Print and eBooks across reading levels 1-30 with 150 books available.

• Strong phonics and comprehension focus including literal, inferential and 
evaluative questions.

• Tightly levelled texts within each reading level and controlled high-frequency 
words.

• Engaging fiction and nonfiction texts with striking illustrations and vivid photos that 
bring the content to life.

• Read-along audio feature and self-record & playback feature.

For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 103

Springboard into 
Comprehension
YEARS 1–6 | READING AGES: 6–12.5+

This best-selling literacy series is specifically designed to 

provide students with multiple opportunities to practise and 

develop competencies across a wide range of comprehension 

skills and strategies. The series features 180 carefully levelled 

readers in print and interactive e-book format, and includes a 

rich variety of resources to help teachers create an engaging 

learning framework for their students.

• Print and digital resources assist the acquisition of skills in interpreting, evaluating 
and critiquing ideas, information and issues.

• Carefully structured student books and accompanying IWB activities create an 
engaging learning framework that supports and challenges students.

• Interactive eBooks provide spoken, written digital and multimodal texts across a 
range of contexts.

• Fosters students’ fluency and oral comprehension skills.

For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 103

For more information visit: macmillanic.com

Macmillan English 
Writing Prompts Boxes
YEARS 2 – 6 | AGES 6 – 11

These activity boxes are a perfect supplement for writing 
lessons to challenge and encourage all students to write. 
Each box contains 125 cards that cover all types of text, and 
provide tips for the writing process. Full teaching support is 
provided on a disc with notes, IWB-friendly PDFs, templates 
and assessment tools.

Writing Prompts Box*

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

* Start from Year 2

PRIMARY

For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 102

For the full list of ISBNs, please see: page 102

Talk About Texts
FOUNDATION – YEAR 3 | READING LEVELS: 1 – 30+

Talk About Texts integrates the teaching of reading, 
vocabulary and oral language into one rich and effective 
scheme to help teachers achieve more in guided reading 
time. Based on new research, Talk About Texts seamlessly 
embeds a range of strategies to teach students the four 
essential elements of oral language. Each student book 
has a corresponding Teacher’s Edition and Teacher Guides 
which save preparation time. The focused questions, answer 
frameworks, vocabulary flashcards and assessments have 
been carefully created by teaching professionals to provide 
everything teachers need to get started with this exciting and 
interactive approach.

NEW
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For further information about this course and its supporting  
teacher training programmes please visit: 

maxmaths.education/SingaporeApproach

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

86

Max Science Primary –  
Discovering through Enquiry
YEARS 1 – 6 |  AGES 5 – 11

Max Science Primary is a highly engaging and effective print 

and digital scheme based on the most successful teaching 

methodologies used in world science today

• 100% match to the CAIE Science Curriculum Framework (stages 1 – 6) and the CAIE 
curriculum objectives and integrates and clearly identifies the skills of scientific enquiry 
and critical thinking.

• All materials are international in content, flexible and adaptable for all global regions.

• There is English language support across all the resources to support teachers and 
learners whose first language is not English.

• As part of the Macmillan Education International Curriculum ‘Promise’, the course 
includes continuous assessment, school-home journal, easy to use digital components, 
differentiation, tools for independent learning and full teacher support including 
professional development.

• A highly skilled and knowledgeable author team with considerable experience in writing 
best-selling science courses.

87

INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM

ALICE 
HANSEN DANIEL COLE
TONY COTTON DR BERINDERJEET KAUR

A SINGAPORE APPROACH

INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM

TONY COTTON DANIEL COLE
ALICE HANSEN DR BERINDERJEET KAUR

A SINGAPORE APPROACH St
ud

ent Book6
Primary

Max Maths SB cover.indd   1 09/10/2017   14:05

Max Maths Primary –  
A Singapore Approach
YEARS 1 – 6 | AGES 5 – 11 

Max Maths Primary is a highly effective approach to teaching 

maths, based on evidence and research, where all pupils succeed.

• The complete course is 100% matched to the Cambridge Primary maths curriculum 
framework.

• As part of the Macmillan Education International Curriculum ‘Promise’, the 
course includes continuous assessment, school-home journal, easy to use digital 
components, differentiation, tools for independent learning and full teacher 
support including professional development.

• There is English language support across all the resources to support teachers and 
learners whose first language is not English.

• Specifically for teachers who wish to develop a greater understanding of why Asian 
maths is so successful, the course is supported by a free online MOOC, written 
by leading Asian maths experts at the University of Southampton and delivered 
through the FutureLearn platform.

Macmillan Maths Problem  
Solving Boxes
YEARS 1 – 6 | AGES 5 – 11 

These activity boxes offer a whole-school strategic problem-solving 
programme to develop and strengthen core maths skills. Each box contains 
150 cards that cover Numbers and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, 
and Statistics and Probability. Full teaching support is provided on a disc with 
notes, IWB-friendly PDFs, templates and assessment tools.

Box 1

Macmillan 
Maths 
ProBlem  
So lv i ng 

Teacher Resources + 
IWB-Friendly PDFs

Peter Maher

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Adobe Acrobat 7 (or higher)

Windows: Windows XP
Mac: OSX

UNAUTHORISED COPYING  
IS PROHIBITED.

www.macmillan.com.au

ISBN 978 1 4202 9393 7
Copyright © Peter Maher/ 

Macmillan Education Australia 2011

Max Science Enquiry Boxes
YEARS 1 – 6 |  AGES 5 – 14

The Max Science Enquiry Box series is a flexible resource to support primary 

and secondary level science programmes. The activities facilitate enquiry-

based learning across the subjects of Chemistry, Biology and Physics, and 

help students develop key scientific enquiry skills. Each level is supported 

with over 100 online resources including Worksheets, Teacher’s Notes (with 

language support) and Answer Keys.

PRIMARY 
 LOWER - 

SECONDARY

Max Science Enquir y Box

Box 1

Box 2

Box 3

Box 4

Box 5

Box 6

Student’s Book 9781380008749 9781380012647 9781380012654 9781380012661 9781380012678 9781380012692
Student Book + Digital 
Student Book

9781380022196 9781380022257 9781380022318 9781380022370 9781380022431 9781380022493

Digital Student’s Book 9781380022172 9781380022233 9781380022295 9781380022356 9781380022417 9781380022479
Workbook 9781380017741 9781380017789 9781380017826 9781380017864 9781380017901 9781380017949
Journal 9781380024800 9781380024817 9781380024824 9781380024831 9781380024848 9781380024855
Teacher’s Guide 9781380017758 9781380017796 9781380017833 9781380017871 9781380017918 9781380017956
Teacher’s Presentation Kit 9781380022189 9781380022240 9781380022301 9781380022363 9781380022424 9781380022486

Student’s Book 9781380010155 9781380021557 9781380021595 9781380021632 9781380021670 9781380021717
Student Book + Digital 
Student Book

9781380024046 9781380024121 9781380024206 9781380024282 9781380024367 9781380024442

Digital Student’s Book 9781380024022 9781380024107 9781380024183 9781380024268 9781380024343 9781380024428
Workbook 9781380021526 9781380021564 9781380021601 9781380021649 9781380021687 9781380021724
Journal 9781380021533 9781380021571 9781380021618 9781380021656 9781380021694 9781380021731
Teacher’s Guide 9781380021540 9781380021588 9781380021588 9781380021663 9781380021700 9781380021748
Teacher’s Presentation 
Kit

9781380024039 9781380024114 9781380024190 9781380024275 9781380024350 9781380024435

This development programme has been designed in 
conjunction with NILE to support primary maths and 
science teachers whose learners’ first language may 
not be English. The course aims to develop teachers’ 
confidence and skills in delivering ideas and concepts 
of maths and science in English to achieve the best 
learning outcomes for students. Delivered online 
through NILE’s innovative professional development 

Teaching through English: Primary Maths and Primary Science

platform, the programme encourages interaction with 
the tutor and fellow teachers, and the flexibility of the 
course allows participants to work at times that suit 
them as well as choosing different pathways within the 
course depending on whether they teach maths or 
science.The programme can also be run as a blended 
or face-to-face course locally or in the UK.

Further information about our partnership with NILE can be found on: pages 90-91

Maths Problem Solving Box*

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6
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Discover China
DING ANQI, ZHANG JIE, QI SHAOYAN, TAN QIUYU, WANG DAN, BETTY HUNG

Discover China is based on an established methodology that 

follows a more communicative approach to language learning. 

Discover China enables learners to make rapid improvements 

and use Mandarin Chinese confidently in day-to-day situations. 

Students using Discover China achieve better results because 

they are encouraged to use the language through meaningful 

communicative activities in every lesson.

• A four-level course in Mandarin from Elementary to Upper Intermediate level, 
designed for young adult and adult learners.

• Real-life topics and everyday language presented and practised through all four 
skills for immediate use outside the classroom.

• Ample opportunities to use the language through personalisation, pair and group 
work activities.

• A clearly structured syllabus with balanced language, skills, pronunciation 
and character formation practice.

• A deductive approach to grammar that encourages students to work out rules  
for themselves.

• Extensive cultural input for students to engage with and respond to.

• A free downloadable Teacher’s Book with unit-by-unit teaching notes, plus 
a resource area with additional activities and worksheets are available online.

To download samples and for more information visit:

mydiscoverchina.com

Tiantian Zhongwen Graded 
Chinese Reader Series
Tiantian Zhongwen is a carefully Graded Chinese Reader  

Series for language learners at Pre-intermediate and 

Intermediate level.

• This anthology of short stories contains a rich selection of enjoyable readings 
about China, covering a wide range of topics including modern China, ancient 
fables, history, culture, lifestyles and the Chinese language.

• The readers can be used as stand-alone, or alongside Discover China to give 
students cultural insight, and to practise character-recognition skills through 
meaningful contexts.

89

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book & CD Pack 9780230405950 9780230406391 9780230406414 9780230406438

Workbook & Audio CD Pack 9780230406384 9780230406407 9780230406421 9780230406445

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

A Nice Lady in Shanghai and Other Stories Pack 9780230406605

Beijing’s Courtyards and Other Stories Pack 9780230406629

Bicycle Kingdom and Other Stories Pack 9780230406612

Teahouses in China and Other Stories Pack 9780230406636

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

8888



Find out more about exclusive discounts

macmillanenglish.com/nile

NILE 
Macmillan 
Education 
Partnership
Develop Your Teaching Career

NILE is a world-leading centre of excellence in the 

provision of teacher development courses, supporting 

English language teachers and trainers at every stage  

of their ELT careers.

NILE and Macmillan Education have collaborated  

to bring teachers a jointly developed programme of 

online courses by combining NILE’s expertise in teacher 

development courses with the Macmillan Education 

commitment to quality teaching resources.

Practical Language for Teaching: Primary

Practical Language for Teaching: Secondary

These six-week courses are designed to develop  

the language skills of teachers who are teaching  

at primary or secondary school level. These courses 

teach the practical language teachers need in the 

classroom with a focus on best practice and peer- 

to-peer learning.

These courses also include six months of access 

to Macmillan English Campus with online activities 

chosen to practise the target language in each unit, 

plus access to a database of over 4,000 practice 

activities. At the end of each unit, teachers apply 

what they have learned to real coursebook activities 

and contribute ideas to the class forum.

Teaching Through English:  

Primary Maths and Science

This course has been designed to support primary 

maths and science teachers whose learners’ first 

language may not be English. Teachers will develop 

the confidence and skills to deliver maths and science 

ideas and concepts in English in order to achieve the 

best learning outcomes for students.

The flexibility of the course allows participants  

to work at times that suit them, as well as choose 

different pathways within the course depending on 

whether they teach maths or science. The course can 

also be run as a blended or face to face one, locally or 

in the UK .

NEW NEW

90 91
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Learning Teaching Third Edition

JIM SCRIVENER

Whether you are just starting on your teaching career, in 

training, or are a practising, experienced ELT teacher, this book 

is one of the best professional development investments you 

can make.

The no-nonsense approach of Learning Teaching and its 

pick-up-and-teach format have made it one of the most 

successful guides to English language teaching since it was first 

published. Teachers the world over, at all levels of experience, 

have found it an invaluable teaching text.

•  Sections on CLIL, young learners and teaching exam classes to broaden your skills.

• Video demonstrations by experienced teachers using common teaching 
techniques give you practical insights into the teaching world.

• Teacher’s DVD-ROM includes photocopiable worksheets of activities and 
observation tasks to make your classes more dynamic.

• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework, phases 1-3.

For more details see our website:

macmillanenglish.com

Print 9780230729841

eBook 9781380012722

500 Activities for the Primary 
Classroom
CAROL READ

500 Activities for the Primary Classroom is an indispensable 
collection of practical activities and ideas for teaching English 
to primary-aged children. Carol Read’s award-winning 
resource for teachers of children aged 4-12 reflects over 20 
years of working with young learners, turning the classroom 
experience into a book. It aims to develop an awareness of the 
complex factors involved in working effectively with classes 
of children and to lay a solid foundation in primary language 
teaching skills.
• The book provides a fully comprehensive resource pack of activities for teaching 

primary children with minimal or no extra resources required, making them 
suitable for all students.

• Carol Read offers clear methodological content to help teachers understand the 
approaches behind the activities.

• Activities are grouped by type in easy to search sections, e.g. storytelling and 
drama, art and craft, reading.

• The collection of activities will be useful for those who are new to teaching young 
learners, non-language specialists, as well as more experienced teachers.

• Further advice, ideas and suggestions for additional reading are included to help 
teachers deepen their knowledge on the subject.

For more details see our website:
macmillanenglish.com

Print 9781405099073

eBook 9781380012814

The New A–Z of ELT       NEW
SCOTT THORNBURY

A new edition of Scott Thornbury’s definitive practical guide 

to ELT, which teachers and teacher trainers of all levels of 

experience have found indispensable. Revised and restructured 

to take the latest developments in language learning into 

account, The New A–Z of ELT defines and explains essential 

language teaching concepts and terminology from different 

fields. The alphabetically-arranged entries provide concise 

summaries of the major issues in ELT, debates associated with 

each concept and their practical implications.

• Covers all the key terms used in ELT, including explanations of common acronyms.

• Describes language teaching techniques, methods and theories, as well as ways  
to teach common language points.

• Includes cross references to interrelated concepts, an index and further reading.

• The flexible format provides the right amount of support to both new and more 
experienced teachers, helping them gain a wider-ranging understanding of topics.

• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework, phases 1-3.

For more details see our website:

macmillanenglish.com

Print 9781786327888

eBook 9781380006233

Sound Foundations
ADRIAN UNDERHILL

Whether you are teaching full pronunciation courses or you 

would simply like to improve the quality of your work on 

teaching pronunciation, Sound Foundations is a teachers’ 

favourite the world over. It is an ideal introduction to the English 

phonological system and an invaluable resource for anyone 

involved in teaching pronunciation, offering information on 

pronunciation systems as well as practical activities which can 

be used in pronunciation classes or regular lessons.

• Concise coverage of the English phonological system describing how sounds  
are produced.

• Creative classroom activities for enjoyable practice.

• Audio CD contains clearly recorded examples of the sounds described in  
the book.

An award-winning app based on Adrian Underhill’s  

Sound Foundations phonemic chart. See sample at:

macmillaneducationapps.com/soundspron

Print 9781405064101

eBook 9781380006226

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information
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Beyond the Sentence
SCOTT THORNBURY

• Introduces discourse and text analysis in a 
straightforward way, and suggests ways to 
evaluate learners’ texts in more constructive ways.

• Takes discourse apart to show how it is organised 
and how this aids communication.

• Examines the features that make spoken and 
written text coherent.

• Suggests ways to help students work at the level  
of the text, backed up by practical, fun activities  
including ready-to-use photocopiable tasks.

9781405064071

700 Classroom Activities
DAVID SEYMOUR, MARIA POPOVA

• Provides a huge and instant repertoire of teaching 
ideas – ready to use straight from the page with 
searchable index.

• Includes both classroom classics and a wealth of 
new activities across a range of levels.

• Discover new activities and ways to adapt some 
firm favourites.

• Includes projects for students to do for homework 
or during holidays.

Print 9781405080019

eBook 9781380012784

For more information and to download samples, visit:

www.macmillanenglish.com
For more information and to download samples, visit:

www.macmillanenglish.com

Teaching Reading Skills  
in a Foreign Language
CHRISTINE NUTTALL

• Examines ways to help students become effective 
readers in a foreign language, suggesting strategic 
ways to develop reading skills.

• Contains a wide range of ideas and classroom 
activities, along with four sample lesson plans 
which demonstrate how the various approaches 
can be incorporated into a single lesson.

• Ideal for exam and EAP (English for Academic 
Purposes) contexts. 

• Includes a chapter on testing reading skills.

9781405080057

Discover English
ROD BOLITHO, BRIAN TOMLINSON

• Focuses on the process of language analysis –  
a key skill for language teachers and teacher 
trainers of all levels of experience.

• Provides ways of analysing and understanding 
language systems through exercises and 
commentaries.

• Suggests motivating and practical activities which 
lead to meaningful learning as well as providing 
training in using reference material.

• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and 
Development Framework.

9781405080033

Children Learning English
JAYNE MOON

• Provides insight into the special characteristics, 
abilities and attitudes children bring to the 
classroom.

• Reveals the exceptional features of teaching  
young learners, offering an inspiring read and  
a practical guide.

• Encourages reflection on how teachers can learn 
from children and how this information can be 
used in planning lessons and activities.

• Suggests how to adapt ideas and frameworks  
to motivate young minds.

9781405080026

Teaching English Grammar
JIM SCRIVENER

• Provides clear explanations of key grammatical 
structures using concept questions, timelines 
and other useful teaching insights and tips to 
help teachers prepare easy-to-implement and 
engaging lessons.

• Highlights common errors so that teachers  
can anticipate likely problems their students  
might face.

• Contains easy-to-reproduce situational 
presentations with pictures and diagrams  
which make presenting language easier.

• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training  
and Development Framework.

Print 9780230723214

eBook 9781380012937

Uncovering EAP
SAM MCCARTER, PHIL JAKES

• A valuable companion for English for Academic 
Purposes (EAP) teachers, whether they are  
newly-qualified or experienced.

• Explains the processes for teaching academic 
reading and writing through concise  
theoretical overviews.

• Includes a range of practical worksheets and 
activities, and material to prepare students  
for the IELTS exam.

• Provides case study examples of real-life 
challenges faced by EAP teachers.

Print 9780230723221

eBook 9781380012906

Uncovering CLIL
PEETER MEHISTO, DAVID MARSH,  
MARÍA JESÚS FRIGOLS

• A must-have guide to the various methodologies 
and techniques involved in CLIL teaching for both 
language and subject teachers.

• Presents a broad overview of CLIL essentials  
for teachers at primary, secondary and  
vocational levels.

• Contains a wide range of practical ideas and 
activities that can be used for CLIL teaching  
in a number of languages.

• Highly Commended recognition from  
the ESU English Language Awards.

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue  
for complete component pack information

Print 9780230027190

eBook 9781380012876

Uncovering Grammar
SCOTT THORNBURY

• Challenges the traditional view of grammar as  
a thing to be learned, suggesting it is a process  
that emerges.

• Shows how to create the right conditions for 
students to uncover grammar.

• Suggests ways of creating awareness-raising  
tasks to help students acquire grammar, using 
extracts from real classroom exchanges,  
authentic texts and language-teaching texts  
to demonstrate the theory.

• Provides a wide range of practical ideas, activities 
and photocopiable resources for classroom use.

9781405080064
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Sign up to our mailing list at:

www.macmillanihe.com
Sign up to our mailing list at:

www.macmillanihe.com

What is This Thing Called 
Language? 2nd edition

DAVID NUNAN

•  The author is a world-renowned linguist and 
former President of TESOL who has received  
a citation by the US Congress for services to 
English language education.

•  An overview of the key topics and concepts that 
constitute our current understanding of ‘language’.

•  Filled with examples, questions, further reading 
and glossaries.

9780230291379

An Introduction to English 
Language 4th edition

KOENRAAD KUIPER, W. SCOTT ALLAN

•  Fourth edition of a hugely popular introductory 
textbook that takes the reader step by step  
to a comprehensive understanding of how  
English works.

• Covers English words, sounds and sentences with 
numerous examples from literature and varieties  
of English around the world.

• Presupposes no prior knowledge and is packed 
with classroom-tested exercises.

9781137496874

English Grammar 3rd edition 

PETER COLLINS, CARMELLA HOLLO

• The best-selling introduction to English grammar, 
fully revised to meet the needs of today’s students.

• Provides explanations of key terms and topics for 
those without any prior knowledge.

• Includes coverage of casual genres and practical 
exercises focusing on the communicative role  
of grammar.

• Features an improved glossary and index,  
and more examples and exercises throughout.

9781137507396

Methods and Methodologies 
for the Language Classroom 
ANDY CURTIS

• A clear, concise and context-driven introduction  
to teaching methods.

• Presents the key features and origins of each 
methodology and discusses its relation to 
assessment and learning outcomes.

• Features activities and suggestions for further 
reading in every chapter.

9781137407351

Research Methods for 
Language Teaching
NETTA AVINERI

•  Exposes readers to a range of research methods 
and examples, complete with pros, cons and 
rationales for each.

• Empowers language teachers to engage  
in on-going research.

• Includes a wealth of activities and reflections 
which can be adapted to suit the needs of  
diverse language classrooms.

9781137563422

Technology for the  
Language Classroom
LEO MERCADO

• A comprehensive guide to how to make the 
best use of technology to enhance the English 
language learning experience.

• Combines practical insights from real-life 
classroom experiences with a strong foundation  
in current research and literature.

• Promotes reflective and exploratory  
practice throughout.

9781137497840

Assessment in the  
Language Classroom
LIYING CHENG, JANNA FOX

• Provides readers with a comprehensive 
understanding of language testing and assessment.

• Breaks the topic down into the ‘why’, ‘what’, ‘how’, 
‘who’ and ‘when’ of assessment.

• Packed with evidence-based pedagogical 
resources, examples and questions for reflection 
and discussion.

9781137464835

Phonetics, Phonology 
& Pronunciation for the 
Language Classroom
CHARLES HALL, CHRISTOPHER HASTINGS

• Combines the practical application and theory  
of phonetics, phonology and pronunciation  
in one accessible text.

• Draws on empirical research from various 
language learning contexts.

• Features exercises and suggestions for further 
reading in every chapter.

9781137554680

Discovering Sociolinguistics
DICK SMAKMAN

• A hands-on introduction to sociolinguistics, 
which equips readers with the tools to conduct 
sociolinguistic research of their own.

• Explains 20 different methodologies,  
each accompanied by a practical example  
of a possible research project.

• Enriched by end-of-chapter study questions, 
examples from a diverse range of languages  
and cultures and suggestions for further reading.

9781137519078

An A–Z of Applied Linguistics 
Research Methods
SHAWN LOEWEN, LUKE PLONSKY

•   The essential guide for applied linguists, covering 
qualitative and quantitative research design, 
sampling instrumentation and analyses.

• Contains an exhaustive set of entries related to all 
aspects of research methodology, ranging from 
basic to more advanced topics.

• Presents bite-sized, fully cross-referenced 
explanations of key concepts and techniques.

9781137403216

Phonology 2nd edition

PHILIP CARR, JEAN-PIERRE MONTREUIL

• The ideal introduction to generative phonology.

• Covers both the essentials and more advanced 
areas in a clear, user-friendly manner.

• Features new chapters on phonological weight 
and optimality theory.

• Includes a wealth of new exercises and 
suggestions for further reading.

• Part of the Palgrave Modern Linguistics series, 
which provides accessible introductions to 
contemporary linguistics topics.

9780230573147

English Syntax and 
Argumentation 5th edition

BAS AARTS

• Extremely user-friendly, the book starts with 
a discussion of the basic concepts that are 
important in the study of syntax, and then moves 
on to more complex issues.

• Each chapter carefully explains technical  
terms and uses graphic illustrations alongside 
easy-to-follow examples and ‘hands-on’  
exercises to illuminate key ideas.

• From words and phrases to constituency  
and argumentation.

9781137605795

Studying in English
MARILYN LEWIS, HAYO REINDERS, LINH PHUNG

•   An ideal guide for any international student 
studying at an English-speaking university.

•  Based on interviews with international students 
and their teachers.

•  Straightforward advice on academic and social 
topics and the culture of Western universities.

9781403900265

Pocket Study Skills 
Palgrave Study Skills on the go

KATE WILLIAMS (SERIES EDITOR)

• Ideal for the time-pushed student, with a lot of 
advice packed into each pocket-sized guide.

• Written in an entertaining, accessible and engaging 
way with clear advice throughout.

• Each guide focuses on a single crucial aspect of 
study, giving students step-by-step guidance and 
handy tips on how to approach the important areas.

Pocket Study Skills: Getting Critical 9781137402516

Pocket Study Skills: Planning your Essay 9781137402479

Pocket Study Skills: Writing for University 9781137531865

www.palgravehighered.com/series/pocket-study-skills/14549

Study Skills for International 
Postgraduates
MARTIN DAVIES

• Destined to become a lifesaver for international 
students everywhere.

• Provides clear, comprehensive guidance for 
students embarking on postgraduate study  
at a Western university.

• Helps to maximise students’ chances  
of academic success.

9781403995803

English Language 2nd edition

JONATHAN CULPEPER ET AL

•    A research-led approach, making the latest 
developments in the field highly accessible  
for undergraduates.

• Provides an ideal starting point for those new to 
the subject of English language, and progression 
for those who have studied it before.

•  Covers both traditional topics, such as phonology, 
grammar and semantics, and topics that have more 
recently come to prominence, such as language 
and power, politeness, and language and politics.

9781137571823
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The International Student 
Handbook
HAYO REINDERS, NICK MOORE, MARILYN LEWIS

• Provides non-native English speakers with the 
skills needed to study overseas at an English-
speaking university.

•  Helps to prepare students for living abroad, 
understanding university culture, and improving 
their English.

•  Hands-on, practical activities to make studying a 
success.

9780230545199

The Student Phrase Book 
Vocabulary for Academic Writing

JEANNE GODFREY

• An invaluable self-reference guide for students of 
all levels and disciplines who need to increase their 
vocabulary.

• Explains what academic vocabulary is and how to 
use it actively and accurately.

•  Does what a dictionary can’t do and shows readers 
how to use the right words.

9780230289338

Success in Academic Writing
TREVOR DAY

• Helps students to develop confidence, technique 
and clarity of purpose as a writer.

• Takes the reader through the complete writing 
process, from understanding the task, through 
research and planning, to drafting and finalising 
copy.

• Includes several self-study exercises throughout.

9780230369702

Cite Them Right 10th Edition 
The Essential Referencing Guide

RICHARD PEARS, GRAHAM SHIELDS

• The essential guide to referencing and avoiding 
plagiarism.

• Sources covered include books, journals, 
websites, media, art, conference papers, legal 
documents, performing arts, logos, Instagram, 
podcasts, Twitter, Facebook, MOOCs, graffiti and 
unpublished work.

• Offers examples for referencing in APA, Harvard, 
MHRA, OSCOLA, Vancouver and Chicago 
referencing styles.

9781137585042

How to Write Better Essays 
3rd Edition

BRYAN GREETHAM

• Works through each stage of essay writing from 
interpreting the question to research, planning, 
writing and revision.

•  Includes practical techniques to develop the ability 
to analyse concepts, criticise and evaluate reading, 
improve style and avoid plagiarism.

• Includes chapters on criticising arguments and 
reflective writing and revised exercises and 
assignments.

9781137293282

  HOW TO WRITE

 BETTER
ESSAYS
BRYAN GREETHAM

PALGRAVE 
STUDY SKILLS

THIRD
EDITION

Critical Thinking Skills 
2nd Edition Developing Effective 
Analysis and Argument

STELLA COTTRELL

• Helps students to develop reflective thinking 
skills, improve their critical analysis and construct 
arguments more effectively.

•  Easy-to-follow, step-by-step explanations along 
with plenty of examples and activities.

•  New chapter on ‘critical reflection’ and new 
material on essays and referencing.

9780230285293

How to Use your Reading 
in your Essays 2nd Edition

JEANNE GODFREY

• A practical book which guides students through 
the process of effectively using reading in their 
essays.

•  Covers selecting what to read and how to quote, 
paraphrase and summarise sources, through to 
spotting and correcting mistakes in the final essay.

• Includes key vocabulary for using sources,  
and practice in checking and correcting  
common errors.

9781137294685

JEANNE GODFREY

PALGRAVE 
STUDY SKILLS
HOW TO USE
YOUR READING
IN YOUR
ESSAYS  

SECOND
EDITION

Improve your Grammar 
2nd Edition

MARK HARRISON, VANESSA JAKEMAN, KEN 
PATERSON

• Student-focused approach, which is presented in 
an accessible, flick-through format and identifies 
the typical areas for mistakes, based on students’ 
writing.

• Provides clear explanations, examples of common 
errors and corrections, practice exercises, and a 
realistic academic context across subject areas.

• Fully revised throughout, this new edition features 
advice on compiling CVs and cover letters.

9781137586063

Sign up to our mailing list at:

www.macmillanihe.com
For more information and to request samples, visit:

www.palgrave.com

Sign up to our mailing list at:

www.macmillanihe.com

Skills for Success 
Personal Development 
and Employability 
3rd edition

STELLA COTTRELL

• Helps students think about their personal, 
academic and career goals and to plan  
a path to success.

• Covers the core skills employers look for such  
as team-working skills, creative thinking skills 
and problem-solving skills.

• Full of interactive activities and materials for 
students to record their achievements and prepare 
for their future.

9781137426529

Teaching Study Skills 
& Supporting Learning
STELLA COTTRELL

• Presents a range of teaching strategies from 
simple repetition to active learning methods, 
enabling lecturers to help students to learn  
more effectively.

• Topics include: interactive group skills, revision 
and exam strategies, writing, memory and critical 
analysis skills.

• From Stella Cottrell, bestselling author  
of The Study Skills Handbook.

9780333921241

The Study Skills Handbook 
4th Edition

STELLA COTTRELL

• This is the latest fully revised edition of the UK’s 
biggest-selling study skills textbook.

•    A unique approach to developing study skills based 
on individual requirements and learning patterns.

•  Helps students unlock their potential and equips 
them with the skills they need to succeed.

9781137289254

Language for  
Teaching Purposes
EMMA RIORDAN

• Offers comprehensive insight into language 
teacher language use.

• Maintains a practical focus whilst being based in 
rigorous Applied Linguistics empirical research.

• Proposes course content based on the idea of 
target task analysis.

Teacher Development in 
Technology-Enhanced 
Language Teaching
JEONG-BAE SON

• Explores language teacher development  
in computer-assisted language learning  
(CALL) environments.

• Looks at key aspects of CALL in terms of pedagogy 
and technology.

• Presents tasks and tips on how to develop 
knowledge and skills with digital technologies.

Developing Language Teachers 
with  
Exploratory Practice
KENAN DIKILITAŞ, JUDITH HANKS

• Discusses the enactment of Potentially Exploitable 
Pedagogic Activities (PEPAs) in classroom 
language learning.

• Gives examples of Exploratory Practice (EP)  
in action.

• Moves current thinking forward by considering  
the EP principled framework itself.

Autonomy in Language 
Learning and Teaching
ALICE CHIK, NAOKO AOKI, RICHARD SMITH

• Expands the research agendas on autonomy  
in language learning and teaching.

• Examines the concept of autonomy in developing 
countries and under-resourced learning and 
teaching contexts.

• Explores the impact of digital spaces  
on group interaction.

PALGRAVE MACMILLAN

Print 9783319757100

eBook 9783319757117

Print 9783319710044

eBook 9783319710051

Print 9783319757346

eBook 9783319757353

Print 9781137529978

eBook 9781137529985
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www.palgrave.com

International Perspectives  
on Teaching English in Difficult 
Circumstances
KUCHAH KUCHAH, FAUZIA SHAMIM

• Enhances an understanding of the socio-cultural, 
economic and political relationships that underpin 
ELT in otherwise under-privileged circumstances.

• Offers a practitioner and research-based 
perspective on ELT and teacher education  
in difficult circumstances.

• Provides valuable insights for practitioners,  
teacher educators and policy makers.

International Perspectives on 
Teaching the Four Skills in ELT
ANNE BURNS, JOSEPH SIEGEL

• Unites global contributors to discuss the teaching 
and learning of the four key skills in English.

• Analyses a wide range of teaching and  
learning contexts.

• Offers practical and informative accounts  
from around the world.

Innovation in Language 
Learning and Teaching
HAYO REINDERS, DAVID NUNAN, BIN ZOU

• Analyses the impetus for educational changes  
in China

• Draws on first-hand experience for  
a comprehensive insight into innovation  
in language education in China.

• Offers insight into changes in language learning 
that can be implemented elsewhere.

Captioned Media in  
Foreign Language  
Learning and Teaching
ROBERT VANDERPLANK

• Brings together current thinking on informal 
language learning and the findings of over 30 
years of research on captions.

• Presents a new model of language learning  
from captioned viewing and a future roadmap  
for research and practice in this field.

Extramural English in Teaching 
and Learning
PIA SUNDQVIST, LISS KERSTIN SYLVÉN

• Compares extramural, out-of-school, informal 
learning of English with intramural, in-school, 
formal learning of the English language.

• Encourages teachers to think about ways to bring 
extramural English learning into mainstream 
education at the primary and secondary levels.

• Investigates ways in which learners successfully 
access resources for foreign language 
development outside class.

The Palgrave Handbook of 
Linguistic (Im)politeness
JONATHAN CULPEPER, MICHAEL HAUGH,  
DÁNIEL Z KÁDÁR

• Takes a thematic approach to this interdisciplinary 
area of research.

• Considers pragmatic and socio-cultural 
approaches to impoliteness, supported by  
case studies and critical commentary.

• Features contributions from 44 leading scholars 
in the field.

Blending Technologies in 
Second Language Classrooms 
2nd edition

DON HINKELMAN

• Integrates the rapidly changing and developing 
fields of both applied linguistics and computer-
assisted language learning (CALL).

• Expands on the first edition to include newer 
technologies and theories, such as flipped  
learning and gamification.

• Illustrates how blended learning is part  
of a radical shift in our conceptualisation 
of the learning environment.

International Perspectives 
on Teachers Living with 
Curriculum Change
MARTIN WEDELL, LAURA GRASSICK

• Represents voices of practitioners which  
are rarely considered in existing literature.

• Provides a global insight into curriculum  
changes, with stories from teachers based  
on every continent.

• Suggests wider implications for the development 
of curriculum change planning processes.

Print 9781137536853

eBook 9781137536860

Print 9781137531032

eBook 9781137531049

Print 9781137600912

eBook 9781137600929

Print 9781137460479

eBook 9781137460486

Print 9781137375070

eBook 9781137375087

Print 9781137500441

eBook 9781137500458

Print 9783319634432

eBook 9783319634449

Print 9781137543080

eBook 9781137543097

10
CELEBRATING 
10 YEARS ONLINE

www.macmillandictionary.comDiscover more at:

Michael Rundell, Editor-in-Chief

The best and most ambitious dictionary in its class.
In a world where language change seems to be accelerating, Macmillan Dictionary is always up-to-date 
and on top of the latest language trends. Add to that a raft of innovative features – our blog and BuzzWord 
column, our integrated thesaurus, language quizzes, and other learner-friendly resources – and it’s clear 
we are redefining what a dictionary is and what it can do to advance learning.

LEADING 
DISCUSSION 

Blog posts, BuzzWord articles,
social media posts discuss

language change and trends

INNOVATIVE
Integrated thesaurus  

as well as crowdsourced  
content added by users

EXPERT ADVICE
Helpful video series present

vocabulary and grammar
as used today

ENGAGING 
RESOURCES

Infographics, language games,
quizzes and tips on spelling,
language use and synonyms

LEARNER FRIENDLY
Word frequency information,  

easy-to-understand definitions  
and examples, usage notes,  

sound pronunciations help learners  
master the core vocabulary of English

ALWAYS  
UP-TO-DATE

Frequent updates include
new words and English terms

from around the world
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SPRINGBOARD CONNECT 
FOUNDATION

Springboard Connect Level 1 Pack 9781458641694

Springboard Connect Level 2 Pack 9781458641700

Springboard Connect Level 3 Pack 9781458641717

Springboard Connect Level 4 Pack 9781458641724

Springboard Connect Level 5 Pack 9781458641731

Springboard Connect Level 6 Pack 9781458641748

Springboard Connect Level 7 Pack 9781458641755

Springboard Connect Level 8 Pack 9781458641762

Teacher Books L1-8 9781458641229

Listening Post CD & Worksheets L1-8 9781458642943

Interactive CD L1-8 781458641250

SPRINGBOARD CONNECT 1

Springboard Connect Level 9 Pack 9781458641793

Springboard Connect Level 10 Pack 9781458641793

Springboard Connect Level 11 Pack 9781458641809

Springboard Connect Level 12 Pack 9781458641816

Springboard Connect Level 13 Pack 9781458641823

Springboard Connect Level 14 Pack 9781458641830

Springboard Connect Level 15 Pack 9781458641847

Springboard Connect Level 16 Pack 9781458641854

Teacher Books L9-16 9781458641236

Listening Post CD & Worksheets L9-16 9781458642950

Interactive CD L9-16 9781458641267

SPRINGBOARD CONNECT 2

Springboard Connect Level 17 Pack 9781458641878

Springboard Connect Level 18 Pack 9781458641885

Springboard Connect Level 19 Pack 9781458641892

Springboard Connect Level 20 Pack 9781458641908

Springboard Connect Level 21 Pack 9781458641915

Springboard Connect Level 22 Pack 9781458641922

Springboard Connect Level 23 Pack 9781458641939

Teacher Books L17-23 9781458641243

Listening Post CD & Worksheets L17-23 9781458642967

Interactive CD L17-23 9781458641274

SPRINGBOARD CONNECT 3

Springboard Connect Level 24 Pack 9781458649607

Springboard Connect Level 25 Pack 9781458649614

Springboard Connect Level 26 Pack 9781458649621

Springboard Connect Level 27 Pack 9781458649638

Springboard Connect Level 28 Pack 9781458649645

Springboard Connect Level 29 Pack 9781458649652

Springboard Connect Level 30 Pack 9781458649669

Teacher Books L24-30 9781458648990

Listening Post CD & Worksheets L24-30 9781458649003

Interactive CD L24-30 9781458648976

CONNECT ORAL LITERACY

Oral Literacy: Nursery Rhymes and 
Chants (Big Book)

9781458650177

Oral Literacy: Poetry  (Big Book) 9781458650184

Oral Literacy: Instructional Strategies 
(F-Yr1)

9781458650153

Oral Literacy: Instructional Strategies  
(Yr2-Yr3)

9781458650160

Oral Literacy: Ebooks DVD Foundation 
- Yr1

9781458650191

Oral Literacy: Ebooks DVD Year 2-3 9781458650207

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 1

SiC Level 11 Pack 9781420292145

SiC Level 12 Pack 9781420292152

SiC Level 13 Pack 9781420292169

SiC Level 14 Pack 9781420292176

SiC Level 15 Pack 9781420292183

SiC Level 16 Pack 9781420292190

SiC1 Big Book 1 L11-16 9781420291902

SiC1 Teacher Book L11-16 
Comprehension

9781420291919

SiC1 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420291889

SiC Level 1 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297331

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 4

SiC 4 Single Reader Pack 9781420223187

SiC4 Big Book 1 9781420276558

SiC4 Big Book 2 9781420276565

SiC4 Teacher Book Comprehension 9781420276541

SiC4 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420276534

SiC Assessment Kit Year 4 9781420237207

SiC Level 4 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297362

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 5

SiC 5 Single Reader Pack 9781420278941

SiC5 Big Book 1 9781420278903

SiC5 Big Book 2 9781420278910

SiC5 Teacher Book Comprehension 9781420278927

SiC5 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420279016

SiC Assessment Kit Year 5 9781420237214

SiC Level 5 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297379

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 6

SiC 6 Single Reader Pack 9781420279672

SiC6 Big Book 1 9781420279641

SiC6 Big Book 2 9781420279658

SiC6 Teacher Book Comprehension 9781420280760

SiC6 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420280753

SiC Assessment Kit Year 6 9781420237221

SiC Level 6 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297386

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 2

SiC Level 17 Pack 9781420265200

SiC Level 18 Pack 9781420265293

SiC Level 19 Pack 9781420265385

SiC Level 20 Pack 9781420265477

SiC Level 21 Pack 9781420265569

SiC Level 22 Pack 9781420265651

SiC Level 23 Pack 9781420265743

SiC2 Big Book 1 L17-23 9781420268102

SiC2 Big Book 2 L17-23 9781420268096

SiC2 Teacher Book L17-23 
Comprehension

9781420268089

SiC2 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420268638

SiC Level 2 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297348

SPRINGBOARD INTO 
COMPREHENSION 3

SiC Level 24 Pack 9781420271003

SiC Level 25 Pack 9781420271072

SiC Level 26 Pack 9781420271140

SiC Level 27 Pack 9781420271195

SiC Level 28 Pack 9781420271263

SiC Level 29 Pack 9781420271331

SiC Level 30 Pack 9781420271409

SiC3 Big Book 1 L24-30 9781420271690

SiC3 Big Book 2 L24-30 9781420271706

SiC3 Teacher Book L24-30 
Comprehension

9781420271683

SiC3 IWB & Assessment CD & 
Site Licence

9781420271676

SiC Level 3 Interactive eBooks - 
Digital CD

9781420297355

Springboard into Comprehension (see page 85)

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Pupil’s Book with Navio App 9781380026897 9781380027030 9781380027153

Pupil’s Book Plus with Navio App 9781380026873 9781380027016 9781380027139

Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026903 9781380027009 9781380027160

Teacher’s Book Plus with Navio App 9781380026880 9781380027023 9781380027146

Audio CD 9781380026958 9781380027085 9781380027214

Plus Audio CD 9781380027979 9781380027993 9781380028990

Flashcards 9781380026934 9781380027061 9781380027191

Mimi’s Wheel Puppet 9781380027269

Mimi’s Wheel Mat 9781380027276

 Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Open Mind (see page 58)

Talk About Texts (see page 84)

Beginner Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper Interme-
diate Advanced

Student’s Book Pack 9780230458277 9780230458284 9780230458291 9780230458307 9780230458253 9780230458260

Student’s Book Pack 
Premium

9780230458154 9780230458109 9780230458116 9780230458185 9780230458192 9780230458208

Teacher’s Book Pack
Premium Plus

9780230495319 9780230495326 9780230495333 9780230495340 9780230495357 9780230495364

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230494770 9780230494817 9780230494855 9780230494893 9780230494930 9780230494978

Digital Student’s Book Pack
Premium

9780230494787 9780230494824 9780230494862 9780230494909 9780230494947 9780230494985

Student Online Workbook 9780230458789 9780230458734 9780230458741 9780230458697 9780230491984 9780230492011

Workbook Pack with key 9780230458369 9780230458437 9780230458383 9780230458451 9780230458406 9780230458413

Workbook Pack without key 9780230458420 9780230458376 9780230458444 9780230458390 9780230458468 9780230458475

TALK ABOUT TEXTS  
FOUNDATION 

Talk About Texts Level 1 Pack 9781420243819

Talk About Texts Level 1 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680921

Talk About Texts Level 2 Pack 9781420243826

Talk About Texts Level 2 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680938

Talk About Texts Level 3 Pack 9781420243833

Talk About Texts Level 3 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680945

Talk About Texts Level 4 Pack 9781420243840

Talk About Texts Level 4 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680952

Talk About Texts Level 5 Pack 9781420243857

Talk About Texts Level 5 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680969

Talk About Texts Level 6 Pack 9781420243864

Talk About Texts Level 6 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680976

Talk About Texts Level 7 Pack 9781420243871

Talk About Texts Level 7 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458680983

Talk About Texts Level 8 Pack 9781420243888

Talk About Texts Level 8 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664891

Talk About Texts Foundation (Levels 
1–8) Teacher Guide 

9781420242003

TALK ABOUT TEXTS  
YEAR 1

Talk About Texts Level 9 Pack 9781420244304

Talk About Texts Level 9 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664907

Talk About Texts Level 10 Pack 9781420244311

Talk About Texts Level 10 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664914

Talk About Texts Level 11 Pack 9781420244328

Talk About Texts Level 11 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664921

Talk About Texts Level 12 Pack 9781420244335

Talk About Texts Level 12 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664938

Talk About Texts Level 13 Pack 9781420244342

Talk About Texts Level 13 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664945

Talk About Texts Level 14 Pack 9781420244359

Talk About Texts Level 14 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664952

Talk About Texts Level 15 Pack 9781420244366

Talk About Texts Level 15 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664969

Talk About Texts Level 16 Pack 9781420244373

Talk About Texts Level 16 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664976

Talk About Texts 1 (Levels 9–16) 
Teacher Guide

9781420242416

TALK ABOUT TEXTS  
YEAR 2

Talk About Texts Level 17 Pack 9781420244786

Talk About Texts Level 17 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664983

Talk About Texts Level 18 Pack 9781420244793

Talk About Texts Level 18 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458664990

Talk About Texts Level 19 Pack 9781420244809

Talk About Texts Level 19 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665003

Talk About Texts Level 20 Pack 9781420244816

Talk About Texts Level 20 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665010

Talk About Texts Level 21 Pack 9781420244823

Talk About Texts Level 21 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665027

Talk About Texts Level 22 Pack 9781420244830

Talk About Texts Level 22 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665034

Talk About Texts Level 23 Pack 9781420244847

Talk About Texts Level 23 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665041

Talk About Texts 2 (Level 17–23) 
Teacher Guide

9781420242829

TALK ABOUT TEXTS  
YEAR 3

Talk About Texts Level 24 Pack 9781420245219

Talk About Texts Level 24 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665058

Talk About Texts Level 25 Pack 9781420245226

Talk About Texts Level 25 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665065

Talk About Texts Level 26 Pack 9781420245233

Talk About Texts Level 26 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665072

Talk About Texts Level 27 Pack 9781420245240

Talk About Texts Level 27 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665089

Talk About Texts Level 28 Pack 9781420245257

Talk About Texts Level 28 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665096

Talk About Texts Level 29 Pack 9781420245264

Talk About Texts Level 29 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665102

Talk About Texts Level 30 Pack 9781420245271

Talk About Texts Level 30 Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665119

Talk About Texts Level 30+ Pack 9781420245288

Talk About Texts Level 30+ Teacher’s 
Edition Pack

9781458665126

Talk About Texts 3 (Levels 24–30+) 
Teacher Guide

9781420243185
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and institutions to achieve 
more throughout a lifetime 
of learning. 

Upgrade your 
teaching 
with Macmillan in Asia

Skills
for Life & Study
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to Communicate

Digital
Competency

A quality teacher training 
programme specifically designed to 
instantly boost your teaching skills

Webinars, teaching resources  
and more

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the 
world of ELT. Join us at our webinars and hear from 
professionals.

Email asia.education@macmillaneducation.com to sign up 
to our newsletter to receive latest news, resources and more

Training Videos and Podcasts

Watch training videos and listen to our podcast 
for instant classroom tips brought to you by the 
dedicated Asia academic team. 

Visit www.macmillaneducationasia.com

ELT Upgrade Days

Meet international ELT stars and get the latest academic 
insights and practical teaching methdology at ELT Upgrade 
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Worldwide rights
Some of our titles are market restricted in 
certain regions of the world. For full details  
on the rights issues please visit  
the ‘Rights & Permissions’ page on  
www.macmillaneducation.com

Anti-Piracy
Reporting illegal e-book piracy and physical 
counterfeits. The sharing and downloading 
of Macmillan Education books and materials 
online is an illegal activity which breaches 
international copyright and trademark law, as 
is the unauthorised copying and distribution of 
physical products.
Piracy is taken very seriously by Macmillan 
Education as it negatively impacts both authors 
and our ability to produce highly quality books 
and services. Macmillan Education titles are 
protected by a dedicated Anti-Piracy team 
within the General Counsel’s Office.
To report suspected piracy of Macmillan 
products please complete the web form here: 
http://www.macmillaneducation.com/
anti-piracy/

Copying 
The UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 
1988 allows a reader to make a single copy of 
a limited portion of a work for the purposes 
of non-commercial research or private study 
(fair dealing). This limit is subjective and advice 
should be sought from Macmillan Education. 
It does not allow the copying of entire books 
or the making of multiple copies of extracts. 
In some countries it is possible for schools to 
do a limited amount of photocopying under 
the terms of a licence issued by a licensing 
agency such as the Copyright Licensing 
Agency (CLA) in the UK. It is also permissible 
to photocopy copyright material when the 
publisher has designated a book or part of a 
book ‘photocopiable’. This special permission 
is always indicated clearly in the book both 
at the front and on every photocopiable 
page. Many of the Teacher’s Books that 
accompany Macmillan Education ELT courses 
contain such photocopiable material. Under 
no circumstances may schools photocopy 
materials for use in self-access centres, unless 
they have registered with the Copyright 
Licensing Agency or an associated licensing 
agency and allow/use photocopying strictly in 
accordance with their regulations. Please see 
our website or contact Macmillan Education for 
further details on copying limits.

Rights and Permissions
If you would like to reproduce, translate or 
quote from material published by Macmillan 
Education in print, online, on television, on 
radio or via other digital media, please check 
first that we are the correct copyright holders 
by reading the following information: Only 
titles commencing with the following ISBNs, 
978 1405-0, 978 0330, 978 0333, 978 0230 
& 978 0435 will be copyrighted to Macmillan 
Education. For other titles, you will need to 
consult a bibliographic service such as the 
British Library or Library of Congress, which will 
assist you to find the correct copyright holder.
Very old Macmillan titles with ISBNs 
commencing 0023 & 0024 are copyrighted  
to Prentice Hall/Pearson Higher Education US: 
USAPermissions@pearson.com. 
ISBNs commencing 0028 (Macmillan Library 
Reference titles) are now copyrighted to 
Cengage. Please contact Cengage directly 
for any re-use query. Please note also that 
Free Press, Collier Macmillan and Macmillan 
Inc. (Macmillan New York) are not part of 
the Macmillan Group in the UK, these are 
part of Simon & Schuster in USA: www.
simonandschuster.com/about/contact_info. 
Any requests for Pan Macmillan UK should be 
sent to: www.panmacmillan.com/trade/adult-
rights-permissions; and Palgrave Macmillan UK 
to: www.palgrave.com/us/rights-permissions. 
If you have a permissions or rights request, you 
will need to complete a form to give us full 
details. Visit www.macmillaneducation.com/
rights-and-permissions to access and submit 
the Rights Request Form.
No requests will be considered or responded 
to if the required form is not completed. This is 
to ensure that we have all the necessary data to 
process your request.
PLEASE NOTE: Macmillan reserves the right 
to charge an administration fee of £35 to 
cover any direct costs should your request be 
granted, and there may also be an additional fee 
for the right to reproduce or use the material.
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Disclaimer
Macmillan Publishers Limited has made 
every attempt to ensure the accuracy and 
reliability of the information provided on 
this catalogue. However, the information is 
provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. 
Macmillan Publishers Limited does not accept 
any responsibility or liability for the accuracy, 
content, completeness, legality, or reliability of 
the information contained in this catalogue.  
All information correct at time of printing.

Let us know how we can assist you: asia.education@macmillaneducation.com

If you have any problems with reaching any of our contacts or cannot find a contact in your region, please visit help.macmillan.com
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Find out more at 
macmillanenglish.com
or tell us how we can 
help you further at: 
help.macmillan.com
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Empowering the world’s 
teachers to inspire students 
on their lifelong journeys  
in education
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